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NEW MEXICAN
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1913.

VOL. 50.

"HANDS OFF" IS
THE MEXICAN

teenth and tenth from Fort Slyer, Va.,
Sheridan, Illinois, Fort Leaven-'worth- ,
and Fort Ethan Allen, Vt.
Chicago, 111., Nov. 11. Troops K, L,
left
jandll of the 15th U. S.Elcavalry TexPaso,
Fort Sheridan today lor
as, where the regiment will be reunited next Friday.

RIS ESTATE

IS

AFTERMATH
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lib uiu uiiuir

VALUED AT OVER

;

NO. 232.

MURPHV FIGHTS

VE

APPOINTMENT OF

STRIKERS

DUDLEY MALONE!

FROM LABO

i

CONFESS

TO

The
rank and file! of Tammany hall beard
t
MEETI
day that Charles F. Murphy, their
England and U. S. Agree.
leader, was about to protest to Presi- 11.
A significant
London, Nov.
dent Wilson against the appointment
warning to President Huerta was is
of Dudley Field Malone, as collector
FAZELAAR
MRS.
CREDENTIALS
OF
JACOB
sued today by the Westminster Ga LARGE SUMS GO TO CHARITY
of tile port of New York to succeed
newspaper,
John Purroy Mitchell mayor-elect- ,
IF THE zette, the government
BELIEVES
UNITED
STATES
COLORADO MILITIA
MORRIS GETS 40 PERCENT AND CLEVELAND, OHIO, ESPECIALLY, SUFHOT ACCEPTED BY AMERICAN
MAKES ARRESTS
on
Premier
Commenting
Asquith's
According to the report, detectives
POWERS WILL UNITE WITH THIS Guild hall speech, in which he made
have diligently gone over Mr. Ma-- j
REMAINDER
IN
FOR MURDER OF FOUR MEMBERS
FERS, AND LOSS WILL RUN INTO
CHILDREN THE
FEDERATION
OF LABOR CONVEN
it plain that no antagonism exists be
Imp's record as assistant corporation
THE
LOST
COUNTRY
IP
IN REFUSING TO RECtween England and the United States
GRADUATED
OF AN AUTOMOBILE
UNTIL1
PAYMENTS
PARTY.-T- HE
TION, BECAUSE OF MULHALL'S counsel of New York wiih a view to
in regard to Mexico, the gazette says
whether he was absent fori
j learning
A
WITH ALL ON
BOARD.
HUERTA OR HIS CONBIS
OGNIZE
REACH
THEY
CIVIL
35.
AUTHORITIES
INTERFERE
"The idea that any valid election
many weeks during the presidential;
sense in which democratic or
the
in
de-- I
WILL
aud
COME
SOON.
These
thereafter.
DEAD,
END
13
FREIGHTER FOUNDERS,
campaign
WITH THE MILIM.
GRESS,
constitutional
countries understand
tectives also sought to scan the salDELEGATES SIGHTthe word can be held in Mexico," is MRS. MORRIS IS NOW
if
to
it
was
ascertain
said,
ary rolls,
probably a diplomatic fiction, but the
Mr. Malone had drawn pay for the
MEXICO HEARS THAT
STEAMER GOING TO
electoral test was of General Huerta's
CHICAGO'S RICHEST WOMAN
SEEING THIS AFTERNOON time lie was absent, should such ab- - TWO MORE MINES
own choosing and it is well to keep
sence be proved. Their findings, ac- ZAPATA MAY GIVE UP him reminded that his failure to con
PIECES ON GULL ROCK
TIED UP BY STRIKES
cording to current political gossip,
form to its result leaves all governChicago, Nov. 11. An estate of
Seatle, Wash., Nov. 11. The Ameri- were given Mr. Murphy. Last night,
ments free to reconsider their act of $20,UOO,iiOO was left oy the late pack
can Federation of Labor today refus- the story goes, Mr. Murphy consulted
11.
No.
(Via
Washington, D. C, Nov. 11. IndiCleveland, Ohio,
Trinidad, Colo., Nov. 11. Five memer, Edward Morns, according to the Private Wire to Pittsburgh.) Cleve- ed to accept the credentials of Jacob several others high in the councils bers of
cations today were that the American recognition.
the party of strikers held for
a
the
limits
British
action
of
of
the
Painters,
ana
Tazelaar,
or
io
lorm
"Briefly,
delegate
neciuea
pui
Tammany
will filed in the probate court here
policy toward Mexico which it is hop- are that the British
land is buried under 21 inches of snow. Paperhaugerg aud Decorators union, every effort to prevent Mr. Malone's the murder of four members of an augovernment
ed the nations of the world generally
should not put itself in a position of today.
Its streets are filled with a tangled and ordered that he be excluded from nomination.
tomobile party en route from La Veta
would follow, was still "hands off."
Charitable bequests total $215,000, muss of broken and Iwisted wires and the lloor of the convention hall. Tazewhich in default of
The general interpretation of the making protests
to Oakvlew Saturday afternoon, have
forcible
be flouted and amoug 21 beneficiaries named by the thousands on thousands of its inhabi- laar recently was named by Colonel
situation was that the United States, defied. action might
IS
made detailed confessions according
DYNAMITER
reol
sufO.
But
other
has
Michael
of
former
agent
imminent
are
Mulhall,
in
diplomacy
danger
by giving foreign powers detailed in- sources than mere force and Provi- testator and others to be uanied by tants tor
to reports received this morning by
the National Association of ManufacT1,ree
HEARD
'lck
BE
fcri
TO
to
formation of its detetrmination
Mrs.
,,fodHelen Swift Morris,
the widow,
turers, as- having been employed by
DUlia Utltc ucru iviiiv.u iii
refuse to recognize the acts of the sional President Huerta may easily who is
BY GRAND JURY Adjutant. General John Chase from
given $30,000 to be distributed iug aud are believed to have frozen to Mulhall to work against the election
at Walsenburg.
new Mexican congress had indicated find that the attitude of this country
Major Towusend
shall
as
she
charities
such
Wm.
among
in
is
a variety of ways a matter of
death. The steamship J. G. Gardner of Representative (now Senator)
a desire that the powers, generally, rea
Charles
striker
implicated
Sliepperd,
elect.
11.
The
Nov.
is stranded on the beach. Captain Hughes, of New Jersey. Mulhall swore
Indianapolis, hid.,
frain from financial dealings with the great moment, to him."
The largest bequest is one of
which began its Ujy the five prisoners who confesEeU
committee
that
a
federal
before
twenty-twjury
aud
grand
congressional
of
Buffalo,
Burns,
Huerta government.
to the pension fund of Morris & sailors are threatened with death at he paid Tazelaar $1fi00 for his ser- November sessions- here today, ex- yesterday, was arrested at La Veta
Warship at Tuxpam.
there
So far as could be learned
of which the decendant was
of and brought to Walsenburg early tobat11.
Vera
Nov.
The
Company,
Mex.,
Cruz,
any moment because of seas rolling in vices against Hughes, whom the Na- pected to take up at once the case
had been no specific request for supthe
head.
confessed
from
of
E.
was
Manufacturers
Geo.
Louisiana
Association
Davis,
day. Soon after his arrival Shepperl
tional
are
dynamiter.
savers
tleship
Lake
dispatched
Erie.
Life
from
port by the powers, but there has been here
The remainder of the estate goes to
was seeking to defeat.
Davis, who was arrested in New York admitted his complicity In the shoottoday to Tuxpam in response to
by helpless to aid.
a plain intimation that the Washingstanding
Mrs. Morris, and the four children. It
Much of the morning was taken up several weeks ago, made a confession ing, according to the military authoriIt is still snowing and unless the
ton government believes the collapse another urgent appeal for protection
if received late last night from Arthur is left in the hands of six trustees storm which has continued since last by the reading of the report of G. W. declaring that lie did most of the ties and told a story similar to the,
of the Huerta regime inevitable
contrac accounts related by the other live.
of the Interna- dynamiting against
C. Pawne, the United States consular with the deciding vote, in case of a
Sunday soon abates, no one can tell Perkins, president
foreign aid be withheld.
General Chase this morning receivwhat the ultimate toll in dollars and tional Cigarmakers union, delegate to tors in the eastern section of the
With the intention to regard as il- agent there. The rebels are believe? tie, in the hands of Mrs. Morris, who,
with her two sons, Nelson Swift Mor- lives may be.
Secretariat which country, at the time Ortie E. McMani ed a report that shots were fired into
the International
legal any loans or concessions the to be in very strong force near Tux
met at Zurich, Switzerland, last Sep- gal and James McNamara wore carry-- Del Agua last night from tin? hills.
new congress may undertake, there pam, where an attack is expocteJ at ris and Edward Morris, Jr., minors,
The loss is already estimated at
constitute three of the trustees, allias been a distinct intimation that a any moment.
half of which will fall on tele- tember. Largely through Mr. PerkiiiH' ing on their work of destruction in The military guard at once set out in
an effort to capture the attackers but
efforts the World's Trades Union con- the central and far west.
though the two boys cannot act until graph and
companies.
telephone
policy of acquiescence by foreign govDavis also implicated Harry Jones, they escaped. The search continued
they have attained their legal ma Normal condition cannot, be restored gress will be held In San Francisco
Conference at Tucson.
ernments would be gratifying to Washsecretary and treasurer of the Inter- several hours.
jority.
within a week, and if the heavy storm in .1915.
ington. Without financial aid and
Tucson, Ariz., Nov. 11. Felix
This disposition of the estate makes iB followed by the inevitable flood the
The adjutant general this morning
The report of the committee on national Association of Itridgo and
with its machinery of government proa former secret agent of
nounced illegal, officials here expect Madero, now said to be serving the Mrs. Morris, who inherited a large entire lake country will suffer se rules was adopted. A deluge of reso Structural Iron Woilters. Jones, aft- reiterated his statement of last night
lutions was poured inlo the hands of er he was arrested, was released on any interference with his military pro-to see a state of affairs that, may constitutionalist Chief Carranza, in forture from her father, Gustavus verely.
'
referred $10,000 bond. Davis is still in
by civil authorities would result
force Huerta to eliminate himself.
Conditions have been growing worss President Oompers, who
the same capacity, arrived from El Swift, the packer, one of the richest,
In the imprisonment of officers respon-- j
The cabinet met again today with Paso today to meet Wm. Bayard Hale, if not the richest woman In Chicago, since Monday night when half of the them to the proper committees.
tody.
sible and the establishment of strict
The federation adjourned until toall members present except Secretary the American government representa- and among the most wealthy in the city was plunged Inlo darkness, the
morrow morning. The afternoon wns
Wilson. The Mexican topic was fore-- i tive on the border. Both Hale and world.
military rule. General Chase and
down
blown
by
being
plant
in an automobile ride over the ANTI'S WANT
Mrs. Morris' share in the estate is lighting
the attaches of the district attorney
f
most. The raising of the embargo Sommerfield denied they had discussspent
at
least
This
the
morning
gale.
NATION-WID- E
40 per cent, the remaining 60 per cent
on arms, which has been urged on ed the Mexican situation.
(clashed yesterday when four Slavs
or the street car service was out city.
President Gompers called for the
for assault by General Chase and
the president and practically all the
going to the children, Ruth Mae Mor- of commission and no less than 3000
PROHIBITION held
two
the
of resolutions and a large
and
Muriel
Helen
confined in the county jail, were resecretaries was discussed fit length.
Morris,
ris,
presentation
and
poles
to
Ms:xieo.
Americans Retjri
telephone
telegraph
'trolley,
devoted
in yesterday.
Nelson and Edward.
leased under bond by the civil authorAfter a two hour d'sctiRSion
within the city limits had been blown number were handed
11. A little boys.
Nogales, Sciuora,
The trustees will pay Mrs. Morris down.
Columbus, Ohio, Nov. 11. Nation- ities.
principally to the Mexican situation,
They were not read, but were turned
vtc-f- l
itoa
to
of
American!
guup
today
resolutions committee, wide prohibition to be accomplished
up a'.fi as
The arrest of the deputy district atan income of $100,000 a year and $2500
th cabin meeting r
So complete was the paralysis of over to the
to L.eir hoas in the Ynqni
on previous cccasO'i', ihe members reiurn
for each child until each has reached
through an amendment to the federal torney and the sheriff was ordered by
facilities it was deemed which met last night,
er
in
30
itUeni
transportation
r!;
distiva.
Sonura,
of 17 years. At this age tinSecretary of Labor William R. constitution was the keynote sounded General Chase and countermanded
pn served absolute- silence.
best to let the dCMil lie in the places
were t.mong ths 10) Amoiira.s the age
The gtmboat Wheeling arrived at Tncjr
til 2t, the children will be paid dtreet-jl- where
only when the deputy district attorney
and no funerals Wilson attended both sessions of,tliejby speakers at.the national
had
died,
on"
two
months
the
they
wndarrTveJ
ago
League today, conviuced him thnt the action waa
$5000 a year. At 21 years, they will will be held until the
sitting on the platform in jtion of the
has
Tuxpan to investigate disorders in the steamer Buffalo at San Diego, Califor
Btorm
due to a mistake nnd would not occur
receive the first share of the estate. abated.
northern part of .Vera Cruz state. The nia.
the morning, and in the afternoon .Thousands cheered when speakers
a seat with John Mitchell mantled that the prohibition question again,
Other payments will be made from
of groTjattleship Louisiana is also due there
no
been
has
redelivery
There
one
half
of
the
Already nearly
in the coal miners' group.
Secretary be put sqwrely up to congress at
time to time by the trustees until at
Sattoday.
fugees have returned to their homes 35 each will have received his full ceries, bread, milk or coal sinceconse- Wilson addressed a meeting of the once.
Two More Mines Tied Up.
in
the
aud
is
suffering
wlilch
in
the district
urday
normally
Former U. S. Senator Sanders, of
maritime workers early last night and
share.
Nov. 11. The coal Btrike
learned
Zapata Would Surrender.
Denver,
be
cannot
definitely
Americans.
with
quence
populated thickly
went to the Seattle Press club, Tennessee, who presided, told the was extended today to two additional
Mexico City, Mex., Nov. 11.
What they will find upon their return
but it is widespread. There is a suff- then a
'convention
in
to
uis
it
be
would
was
necessary
given
mines in Colorado, one at Leyden in
reception
Zapata, the rebel whose opera- they do not know.
icient supply of gas and it is being where
have as president of the United States Jefferson county, and the other at
tions have caused the government so
can travel TRAFFICKING IN PLUMS used unsparingly in places fitted for honor.
The
refugees
returning
President Gompers in his address, ja man in favor of national prohibition Crested Butte, in Gunnison county.
jnuch trouble in fTTe southern states, by rail only as far south as Maytorena,
it, so that as many persons as possiGeneral Manager S. M. Perry of the
after demurring to being called the 'before It can be accomplished. His
is again on the point of surrendering, less than half the journey.
benefited.
Their
be
ble
may
MAY BE UNEARTHED
Isold man of labor," because he statement, Senator Sanders said aft- Leyden mine, declares that only four
according to official information
One of the greatest fears is from "grand
homes are about 500 miles below the
was not really old, said he was old erward, had no particular reference to men called for their pay checks and
)
sued today. An emissary from Zapa- border.
fire. Already one fire has done
that not more than ten men refused to
en- enough, however, to remember a time President Wilson.
difficulties
ta Is said to have conferred with Prothe
and
damage,
OF
SECRETARY OF STATE, DEPARTMENT
were
in
E. T. Fitzgibbon,
go to work.
visional President Huerta, who offered
in subduing it were such when the federation conventions
Rebels Driven Off.
countered
charge of the strikers' tent colonly,
JUSTICE AND PRESIDENT WILSON IN- to cause the greatest
the rebels a safe conduct to the fedapprehension not welcomed by governors and may- MUNIFICENT GIFT FOR
El Paso, Tex., Nov. 11. ConfirmaMISS WILSON FROM HOUSE stated that 62 out of a force of 125
eral capital, in order to conclude tion from American business firms in
fire break out. Every ors; when members of the president's
VESTIGATING ALLEGED LETTER FROM should another
did not sit on the platform,
cabinet
1. C, Nov. 11. A pen- !went on strike.
taken
Washington,
is
nnKsililfl
peace.
nrecaution
by
telebeing
was
received today by
Chihuahua
when no government official dant made up of one Canary diamond
and
CON Eighty men were reported out at
TO
It is not generally expected that ZaPLACE
OFFERING
SENATOR
and
firemen
policemen.
exhausted
over
the
graph of the federal victory
sur- the Baldwin mine at Crested Butte. No
f
would have dared to take part in a weighing six and
carats,
pata will accept the proposal. He Villa's rebels and of the retreat of the
RESIGN AT
IF HE WOULD
STITUENT
from either
convention. He announced that the rounded by S5 smaller diamonds, ar- disorder was reported
has been periodically reported as su- rebels.
now passed the 2,000,-00- ranged in a pear shape and attached place.
had
federation
YEAR.
ONE
OF
confront
END
ing for peace, but nothing has ever
The telegrams say that the city is
against the conditions that
GovAt 2 o'clock this afternoon
come of the negotiations.
membership mark and urged that to a neck chain in which smaller diathem and with only little success. The
quiet, the rebels have completely disMem- monds are set, will be the gift of the ernor Amnions had received no reply
Million
"Three
be,
the
The minister of finance today au- appeared and the outlook iB more faslogan
down
and
immense number of wires
Washington, D. C, Nov. 11. Henry the loss of so many poles make the bers."
house of representatives to Miss Jes- from Depuly State Auditor N. A. Bal-Io- u
thorized the Mexican banks of issue vorable in the Chihuahu acapital than
as to whether that official would
sie Wilson, when she marries Francis
to pay out in silver coin at their dis- it has been for months. The rail- M. Pindell, of Peoria, 111., selected for task of completing even temporary
to Russia, Secretary
B. Sayre, in the White House on No- sign the deficiency warrants covering
afternoon.
cretion. This is a modification of a road and telegraph are both open be- ambassador
Sunday
beginning
of
the
one
magnitude.
greatest
Bryan and Samuel M. Graham, assist- repairs
recent decree by Huerta forbidding tween Chihuahua City and Juarez.
Business is paralyzed, hall' of the ivember 23. Republican Lender A1ann, miilitia expenses. It was understood
The physical .effort required by
inant attorney general, went into conare without electric who started the movement by wmcn the deputy auditor was awaitingKena-hasuch payment.
in the teeth of the terrible storm cilv's homes
work
ference with president Wilson early
individual member of the house con- structions from Auditor Roadey
'
wires
In order that the banks may not
and
telephone
telegraph
lights;
another
is
handicap.
who is attending the American
tributed more than $2,000 for the gift,
today, concerning the publication of a
weaken their reserves, however, gov- DRIVER OF MAIL
At 10 o'clock this morning a glance are down and only a few trains have
letter purporting to have been written
announced the description in a formal Federation of Labor Convention in
ernment inspectors have been inor
to
the
leave
reach
able
been
streets
city.
the
WAGON STEALS
Seattle.
by Senator Lewis of Illinois, to Mr. through
structed to see that the silver holdAutomobile and street cars stood to- statement today.
led to the belief that days will pass
FROM SACK
desertbeen
in
the
ings of the banks do not fafl below
having
streets,
cleared
be
can
day
they
More Deputies Sworn In.
tersbure post on condition that he before
the legal requirements.
All the schools of the city are clos ed by those in charge of them, and left BANKHEAD PROPOSES FEDERAL
Nov. 11. The
Oak Creek, Colo.,
resign at the end of one year.
ROADS
.
GOOD
FOR
AID
One
Silver withdrawals from the bank
to
the
elements.
of
11.
of
the
on
the
Nov.
111.,
Theft
mercy
Chicago,
President . Wilson has indicated he ed. The danger attendant
Routt
county
of
today Bwore in
sheriff
Bank-heaand
of London and Mexico and the Nation- money and jewelry valued at $10,000
fire
did
last
11.
Senator
Nov.
night
St. Iouis,
$75,000 damage
to keep orall the circum passing of children through the
additional
deputies
distwenty
of
should
al bank were resumed today though from a mail sack was disclosed by would investigate
another
the
is
feared
that
of Alabama, president
the letter and streets and the unusual conditions it
with
this
connected
district
stances
in
coal
in
strike
the
der
dethan
Associawere
yesfire
out
the
break
Good
less pronounced
Roads
United States
they
James Stuart, postofflce inspector hero the
them in .the school hous- astrous blaze
would ask
summoning of Mr. Graham wns surrounding which have been thrown partment would find It almost impos- tion,
submitted to the National and announced that he
terday. At the former institution a today. The crime is alleged by Coloof
today
es,
many
de
the
taken as an indication that
Convention of the association, in ses- Governor Ammons for state troops it
group of depositors awaited the open- nel Stuart to have been committed by
the sible to fight the flames.
to handle
partment of justice might look into open to the homeless, prompted
There have been three deaths. An sion here, a bill providing for a fed- he found his force unable
until
ing of the doors and the line of peo- Albert Tardy, a mail wagon driver.
classes
to
authorities
suspend
the affair.
for the situation.
was burned to death eral appropriation of $2.",oo0,00fl
man
unidentified
ple before the paying teller's winoccurred
The theft
abates.
yesterday.
blizzard
the
Mr
Intimations have come from
Attacks upon strike breakers by
dows grew during the morning to fair Tardy collected five mail sacks conThe food shortage felt Monday aft- in a fire at the barrel works of the good road work.
Pindell that the matter was a forg
to in wives of foreigner strikers were reCarl
Bankhead
Oil
Standard
Senator
expects
proportions. There were few depos- taining registered packages at the
company;
and
more
ernoon
became
pronounced
nau
itors in evidence before the noon hour South Water street, Masonic Temple ery. The Russian government
17, was killed by a fallen wire, troduce the bill at. the next session of ported today.
There is
already notified the jfate department threatening this morning.
at the National bank.
at.
had
be
Stock
and
no milk to
any price, ex- and William H. Burkliardt, 31, was congress and to have as its endorser
Exchange
Mr. Pinddll would be persona grata.
Stewart Before Grand Jury.
he is the
the association of which
Suspicion was aroused when the
cept it be obtained in the- name of blown off a box car and killed.
19th Leaves for Border.
A
Colo., Nov. 11. Ethelbert
nHlO!is
ft's
head.
train
Ql.H
f
Pueblo,
halllon
A.,fFn..!ncr
reported
nfl
of
the
Pennsylvania
sacks,
wagon, containing four
investigator.
government
Stewart,
Leavenworth, Kas., Nov. 11. The was found abandoned at the Union sta- THE DAY IN CONGRESS are rapidly going to a premium where stalled ten miles south of Cleveland
second squadron of the 19th cavalry, tion. These sacks contained $4000 in
Many with 100 passengers aboard.
it is possible to find them.
Milk dealers were unable to make
ago,
in command of Captain Caspar C. money and gems which had not been
LENGTHY LETTER FROM
Senate
jiainiiies were cuugui wilii uuic wuit.
to give evi- deliveries and many badies suffered
to
Cole, left Fort Leavenworth today ov- disturbed.
carry
food
than
the
required
CHARLES F. LUMMIS. V Jm? ht,re tnis afternoon
supply
meets
Thursdayin session;
Not
A
is
food
in
famine
dence, in the coal strike. Stewart was
re- er the Chicago, Rock Island and Paconsequence.
have
there
and
over
has
Mexican
them
New
The
DemSunday,
Tardy's wife was found today with
just
of
the
Senator Kern, chairman
threatened.
cific line for Fort Bliss, Texas, to re- some difficulty, as Tardy had given his
ceived a very leugthv communi- - V the first witness when the investiga-s- ocratic caucus, called a currency con- been no shipments received since Satseveral weeks ago. D
Founders.
tion
exbegan
lieve a squadron of the Fifth cavalry address at a number which proved to ference for
is
Freighter
Lummis.
F.
the
cation
from
Charles
being
supply
rapidly
urday
Wednesday.
on the Mexican border.
be a vacant lot.
Port Huron, Midi., Nov. 11. When
of Los Angeles. If the New Mex- - V trict Attorney Hendricks and Sheriff
Banking committee suepended work hausted.
The movement is in accordance
this
lean can nrotect itself from the V urisnnm oi w
She said Tardy visited her for a until Thursday.
The hotels present a scene of un the tug Sarnia City, returned
wi tnesses at the session yesterday aft- with an order issued last month by few moments last night; told her that
usual activity. Many persons driven forenoon after an all night watch over V lihel laws it will be clad to Dilb- ernoon.
In
lies
It
the war department providing that the he had stolen $10,000 from a mall sack
which
storm
full.
taken
,1ish
steel
have
the
up
into
the
the big
freighter
city by
House.
fifth and second cavalry- be relieved and would write to her as soon as he
shelter where they could find it. side down in Lake Huron, she
Met at noon.
in the south by squadrons of the fif- - escaped "across the border."
Transacted no business and ad- Beds were not to be had for all of brought no additional information as
the! to the identity of the unfortunate
journed at 12:33 p. m. to noon Wed- them and many are sleeping on
without cot or covering except sel.
nesday.
such clothing as they happen to have
The name of the derelict is hidden
are
on them. The food supply in the ho- beneath the water and the
GARRISON BACK FROM
TRIP TO PANAMA. tels and restaurants is also a problem. still rolling high.
Every possible effort is being made
Captain Reeves of the tug returned
At a meeting of the Santa Fe Wom- drawn up by a committee and unanipassed upon:
Washington D. C. Nov.. 11. Secre to bring some order out of the chaos more firm than ever In his belief that
Board of Trade resolutions were mously
an's
" 'Resolved,
That the Woman'
Help is all of the thirty or forty members of
Farmington, N. M., Nov. 11. TTnit-e- Shelton have taken steps to protect tary Garrison returned to his desk to- - precipitated by the storm
the manendorsing
yesterday
must
600
passed
to
in
the
foot
crew
the
of
the
posfreighter
Trade of Santa Fe, New
needy
every
Board
of
being
given
States officials at the Shiprock In- the school against assault.
day from his first trip to the Panama
sible instance, the authorities having have been drowned,
agement of the School of American Mexico, heartily approves and endorsdian agency were prepared today for
The recalcitrant Indians were re- canal.
Captain Plough, in charge of the Archaeology and offering to do every- es the management of the School of
the promised attack by Navajo In- ported today in the surrounding moun"The defense constitute a mar- the assistance of such of the civic
morn- - thing possible to further the interests American
Archaeologly, as It has been
dians, according to advices received tains. These include the eleven In- velous feat of engineering," said Mr. bodies as can summon resources and local life saving station left this
here. It was said the attack promised dians under indictment charged with Garrison. "The works are now in read- of those persons who can spare time ing with his crew for the scene of the of the school. A copy of the resolu- conducted in Santa Fe and stands
of the from their own wants to look after wreck. Searching parties were also tions was mailed to1 Hon. Frank ready at any and all times to do every
iness for the installation
yesterday was delayed by the sud- rioting and larceny, together with
their less fortunate neighbors.
organized to patrol the Bhore in Springer as follows:
den Illness of the Indian leader.
thing in its power to further the innumber who have espoused their mortars and
guns."
of
Mussearch
National
terests of the school.'
Hours
wreckage.
of
Frank
"Mr.
8torm.
United States Marshal Hudspeth is cause. Reports from the agency indiSpringer,
He explained that the guns to be
Forty
credited with the statement that fed- cate that there is no probability of a mounted at the Atlantic and Pacific
eum, Washington, D. C.
(Signed)
Light Ship Wreckage.
Transportation facilities are prac"At a meeting of the Woman's "KATE ROLLS,
eral troops have been ordered to the general uprising. So far as known terminals will have a range of ten or tically at a standstill today as a reBuffalo, N. Y., Nov. 11. Elevator
Board of Trade on Monday, November "ESTHER B. THOMAS,
reservation from Arizona, but pending Marshal Hudspeth has not attempted twelve miles, adequate
to protect sult of the forty hours of rain, sleet
were "MARY HOUGHTON HARROUN." j
their arrival, he and Indian Agent to apprehend the accused Indians.
10, the following resolutions
either Miraftres or Gatun locks.
and snow which swept over the city
(Continued on Page Four.)
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MANAGEMENT OF SCHOOL

NAVAJO ATTACK ON SH1PROGK
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M YET
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"MAN FROM INDIA" DANDRUFEAND
TRY THESE - THEY WILL PLEASE YOU

FRESH OYSTERS,
COVE OYSTERS,
OYSTER COCKTAIL SAUCE,
SWEET RED PIMIENTOES,
WALKER'S RED HAT TOMATOES,
DYER'S BAKED BEANS,
ORTEGA'S PEELED GREEN CHILI
AND NEW COMB HONEY.

i

WINTER GROCERY CO.
PHONE 40.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

A)aa1
WWWQ

WHOLESALE
II
AND RETAIL
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
SAWED WOOD
CERR1LLOS LUMP
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
1

S. F.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T, &

Railroad Depot.

If Costive, Headachy, Bilious, Stomach
Sour, Breath Bad Clean Your
Liver and Bowels.
box now.
Get a
Vou men and women who can't get
feeling right who have headache,
coated tongue, foul taste and foul

breath, dizziness, can't sleep, are
bilious, nervous and upset, bothered
with a sick, gassy, disordered stomach,
or have headache and feel worn out.
Are you keeping your bowels clean
iiWith Cascarels. or merely forcing a
passageway every few days witn salts,
cathartic pills or castor oil?
Cascarets work while you sleep;
cleanse the stomach, remove the sour,
undigested, fermenting food and foul
gases; take the excess bile from the
liver and carry out of the system all
the constipated waste matter and
poison in the bowels.
A Oascaret tonight will straighten
box
you out by morning a
from any drug store will keep your
stomach sweet; liver and bowels regular, and head clear for months. Don't
forget the children. They ,love Cascarests because they taste good never
gripe or sicken.

FALLING HAIR

AT ELKS' THEATRE
ON NOV.

11, 1913.

EGG PRODUCERS
Green Cut Bone and
cwt.

....
'....$

Oyster Shells,
Meat Scraps,
Ground Charcoal,

.

Meat, $3.50
$2.50
.05
. . $ .03

per

"
"
"

"

lb.

"

Poultry and Stock Food Com posed fft ng
of Corn, Bran, Oats and Alfalfa, I

WHICH

SCREAMING
WAS

Preventedby

19

NOVEMBER

GORMLEY'S

n.
pu
?)
GENERAL STORE
.,.,,4

LWl.

PHONE 19"W.

THE RAGE IN LONDON WILL

BE PRESENTED NEXT WEDNESDAY
NIGHT BY TALENTED
DIRECTED

SANTA FEANS

BY W. M. CALOWELL.

7

MM

PROCEEDS FOR WOMAN'S
CLUB MUSIC

FUND

m

a

Treatment with

"The Mau from India," is tbe title
which is to be
of the
presented by Santa 'Feans at the Elks
theatre Wednesday night, November

CUTICURA

farce-comed- y

fLIGHTl
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH-ODElectricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the borne the most pleasant spot on earth

S,

SOAP

19.

The play is to be a benefit performance to help pay for the handsome And Cuticura Ointment. Directions:
and rub gently with
piano purchased by the Santa Fe worn- - Make a
Inn'o finh Wvprv effort will be made Cuticura parting
Ointment. Continue until
STORY OF NAVAJO
to
the threatre and several hours whole scalp has been gone over.
WRATH IN SAN JUAN of pack
fun are promised.
Next morning shampoo with CutiThe actors and actresses are being cura Soap. Shampoos alone may
11.
Nov.
ProbaWy drilled by William Mackaye Caldwell
Farmington,
be used as often as agreeable, but
what was the greatest Navajo Indian who plays the title role and who Is once
or twice a month is generally
in ban said to be an authority on the proper
uprising scare experienced
sufficient for this special treatment
Juan county for many years, was presentation
of this farce which
created Monday of last week when scored so many successes in London. for women's hair.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold throughout the
the
of
T.
Shelton
W.
of each mailed free, with
Superintendent
Mr. Caldwell is faithfully drilling the world. Liberal sample
"Cuticura." Dept. 6B, Boston.
Indian agency and government school company and ail of the players are en- - hook. Address
who shave and shampoo with Cuticura
miles be- thusiastic about his and their work. A Bosp wul find It host for skin and scalp
at Shiprock, some thirty-fivlow Farming-ton- ,
telephoned up to this rehearsal was held in Assembly hall
degrees at Estancia on the 25th.
place asking that a body of citizens be at the Old Palace last night and it Is
at
move
to
Precipitation.
in
readiness
armed and
said that there can be no question of
The average for the state, as deteronce if called to the agency, as he was the success of the affair Wednesday
mined from the records of 153 staexpecting a band of Indians to de
week.
was 0.63 Inch, or 0.46 inch bescend on the school with the intention night
tions,
Apart from the pleasure of seeing low the normal, and 0.19 inch below
of doing violence.
will the nirmth
fll 9.
nf Ontnlwi
Thp
Over a month ago several of the Santa Feans on the stage there
in
"bad" Indians of the reser- be added zest to the per ormance
test month, amount wag 3
the
w.ll
make
which
hits
local
the
Mora c
Md
vation, among them being several of
nd)es near
the influential medicine men, were theatre rock with amusement.
leMt none ftt
8tationS( wnile
Here's The Cast.
their misdoings.
j nearly as many more had but a trace
apprehended for
The cast is as follows:
of precipitation. The greatest amount
They made their escape from the res
ervation officers but the Indian police- Senator TJnderboId. .Wm. 'si. Caldwell in any 24 hours was 3.42 inches at
men brought in several of their plural Charles Underhold
A. T. Koch Mills on the 1st, between the hours
wives, who were placed In jail pend Mr. Tweedle
Jesse Nusbaum of 1:45 a. in. and 4:28 p. m. There
Clarence Pierce was an average of but 2 days with 0.01
ing the capture of the outlaw red men. Tom Valentine
Shortly after this Superintendent The Rev. James Tweedle (a Mis
inch or more rainfall. The district
be
to
in
Farm
Shelton had occasion
Harry Bowman averages were as follows: No. 7, 0.74
sionary
ington and Durango. During his ab Jbnnings, a Butler
Frank Keefe inch; No. 8, 0.52 inch; No. 9, 0.78 inch.
sence a small band of the outlaw In- Flnnerty
George H. Van Stone
CHARLES E. LINNEY,
dians "and their friends rode into the Marian Hayste ..Mrs. W. G. Hoover
Section Director.
agency grounds, held the men In Gertie linderhold ..Mrs, S, G. Morley
charge at the point of guns, and re Beatrice Underhold
leased the prisoners and rode away,
Mrs. W. M. Caldwell
Every Woman
threatening to come back, it is said, Mrs. Beekman Street
and should
. .
(a Interested
know about the wonderful
in a short time and seek revenge and
Mrs. E, C. Abbott
,
do harm to the agency people should
sr"
Marvel
Tilly, German Maid
tsoucne
they be further pursued and an at- Mrs. J. W. March
tempt be made to bring them to jus
tice.
AskroBrdrusrsfatfor
ft. If no cannot supSince that time there have been oc- WEATHER (N NEW
ply the .MARVEL.
casional rumors to the effect that
accept DO oilier, uui
MEXICO FOR THE
send stamp for book.
many of the Xavajos were preparing
MONTH Manet C- 44 E. 23d St.. M.
toi' !? attack- but these reports were
PQST
given little credence, as so many of
them were wild and
The month of October, 113, averagHowever, about two weeks ago, the ed below the normal both in temperwife of one of the traders on the ature and precipitation, the latter fallreservation came to town, bringing ing far below the normal amount. The
with her, her child. She told several deficiency in temperature was general, ia
that she was afraid to longer stay out greatest, however, in the north and
THE SANITARY
J
at the post, as quite a number of In- northeast counties, where many stadians had been gathering in about the tions averaged 4 degrees or more a
SHORT OBDER BESTflUBflHT
nearby hills, and appeared to be some- day below the normal. A few scatwhat wrought up over something. tering stations did exceed the normal.
REGULAR MEALS.
Even this did not arouse much com- There were, however, mostly high alment on the part of the local people as titude stations, such as Cloudcroft,
Day and
Open
such scares have not been unheard of Fort Stanton, Winsor's Ranch and
Most Modern.
Best
Equipped,
in this vicinity.
Mountainair, although two stations In
last the lower Rio Grande valley were I
Parties.
Dinner
Since the first excitement
Special
month, an occasional rumor was heard above the normal, and one or two
to the effect that the Navajos were in the southwest counties.
I
ROMULO LOPEZ, PROP.
steadily buying up all the rifles and
Rather high temperatures prevailed
in
the
secure
FE. - - - NEW MEXICO. if
could
SANTA
ammunition they
at the beginning of the month, a sec 5l
(S
town.
But as with the other wild ond warm
the
from
occurred
period
the
stories that were heard upon
12th to 14th and a third from the 22d
slightest provocation, little or no at- to 25th. The 14th was probably the qjvnvaaruuiiruinuumrtivriuuurinfl
5
tention was paid to them.
warmest day of the month. On the
Not until the message came up from other hand, cool periods prevailed
the agency Monday morning did the from the 4th or 5th to the 11th, from
people really begin to realize that the 16th to 21st, and 26th to the close
there was anything of a serious nature of the month. The 26th was probably
brewing, and even then many folks the coldest day of the month. Severe
were Inclined to take the call some frosts touched all parts of the state
what .lightly. It was not until It was by the 27th or 29th, having visited
generally learned that Mr. Shelton had north and central counties at various
received wire from an agent in the earlier dates.
Black mountains that a number of InThe precipitation of the month
dians after gathering together for
f
a little more than
averaged
several days in the mountains nearby, the normal amount. It was very local
had left with the avowed intention of in character. A few localities In the
marching to the Shiprock agency to eastern counties, and also in the ex
release several prisoners and to cause treme
western, exceeded the normal
trouble should they be met with rerainfall, but as a rule the deficiency
sistance to their plans.
was general and marked. There was
As soon as this became known there but one well defined rain period, and it
was a scurrying about to secure arms, occurred from the 1st to 3d; scattered
THE REAL ARTICLE!
but it was discovered that hardly a showers also occurred from the 13th
NO COMPOUND!
gun, and but little ammunition was to to 16th, and over the northern counbe had at the Btores. which verified
ties some snow fell on the 25th or
the first report of several weeks ago. 2fith. It was light, however, and
ALSO
that the Indians had been buying up quickly disappeared.
all the guns and shells. This added
The sunshine of the month was
A full line of
more excitement and many of the peolarge, many localities not having a
over
much
worked
were
up
ple
very
a
as
the
for
and
state,
day,
Maple
the probable outcome of the trouble. cloudy there were but 3, with 8 partly
At the present writing quite a num whole, and 20 clear days. At Santa
ber of local people are in readiness to cloudy
Fe there was 81 per cent of the total
leave for the scene of the expected dis
Cane
spread
sunshine, and at Roswell 67
possible
un
An
soon
as
asked.
turbance as
cent.
per
on
confirmed report stating that troops
was low, at the AgriThe
have been ordered has not yet been culturalhumidity It
averaged 38 per
Delicious Cakes
college
nearest
verified. It seems that the
Roswell 57 per cent and at
at
cent,
time
troops available at the present
of
Santa Fe 49 per cent. The winds
are in Kansas, and It would take them the
month were prevailing southwestsome time to reach here after receiverly, and light, as a rule, although a
ing a call.
of gales occurred. The 1st
It Is hoped that hostilities will not number
was a windy day, also the 7th, 10th,
develop, and that the matter will be
17th, 21st, 27th an 29th.
disposed of in an amicable manner.
HOME-MADTemperature.
BREAD,
So much rumor is afloat that is en
The mean temperature for the state,
extent
real
the
that
unfounded,
tirely
91
of
records
the
from
determined
as
and seriousness of the trouble Is quite
PASTRY, CAKES, ETC.,
mean altitude of
difficult to ascertain, at this time, but stations, having a
52.0 degrees, or
was
feet
6000
about
are handled exclusively by us
that the situation holds many possibili- 1
degree below the normal, and but
ties to attain a serious condition, can
month
the
above
a
of degree
not be denied.
of October, 1912. The highest monthGET THE HABIT!
at CarlsA cough medicine for children must ly mean was 62.1 degrees
at
the lowest, 38.6 degrees
help their coughs and colds without bad;
The highest recorded tembad effects on their little stomachs
93
perature,
degrees, at Glorleta ranch
and
Tar
and bowels. Foley's Honey
on the 1st, and the lowest 6 degrees at
exactly fills this need. No opiates,
Vermijo Park on the 26th. The greatno sour stomach, no constipation
Its use. Stuffy colds, wheezy est local monthly range of temperature was 74 degrees at Logan, and the
breathing, coughs and croup and all
least 46 degrees at Cloudcroft, while
quickly helped. The Capital
.
the greatest local daily range was 63
jvirtAJWuuuvuinivuuiftAfin

IN

j

for father, mother and children. Good light
that Is easy on the eyea is very much to be
desired.
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DENVER

THE

& RIO

GRANDE RAILROAD
RAILWAY

MISSOURI-PACIF- IC

CO.

CO.

ST. LOUIS, IRON MOUNTAIN & SOUTHERN CO,

1

WESTERN PACIFIC RAILWAY

CO.

DFNVER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
Where Direct Connections are Made
AND SOUTHERN

POINTS

TRAVELERS TO THE EAST
will find every want anticipated in the modern high-claservice provided by the through sleeping car routes to St,
Louis over the Missouri-Pacific-Iro- n
Mountain.
ss

To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coast
n
Denver & Rio
Roval
Pacific Railwav-Th- e
River Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic
Line rAK tALLLLLNLE of all America.

THROUGH LINE Points
Gorge-Feath-

Grande-Wester-

er

FOR INFORMATION

1

AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL 0P

M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,

jWM 244 San Francisco

L

Street, Santa Fe,N.

C. L. POLLARD,

A. HUGHES,

President.

R.

Secretary.

M.

J. CRICHTON,
Manager Treasurer.

Wff

o-

-

.

IS QUITE

n

SHORTEST LINE TO

FOR ALL EASTERN

POWER

j Majestic Cafe

I

I
I

I

I

I

Night.

day and night' Estimates and full
mation cheeer fully given,

Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUARTERS FOR
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

AGENTS fthe FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
GENERAL

TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

USTYour Business Solicited."
Phone 100 and 35 W.

NEW

MEXICO

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Tbe West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
the beunfu! Pecoi
feet above sea level,
iunshine every day. Ooen lr
work throughout the entire see-doConditions for physical
tod mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
f radiates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.
Located

In

VUey,8,70O

Re tents

:

E. A. C A HOOK, President.
J. E. RHEA,

M

J, P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POB, Seeretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
e For particulars and illustrated cats-aguaddress,

COL.JAS.W.WILLSON,Snpt.

one-hal-

FRESH
NEW YORK;

BUCKWHEAT
FLOUR

Pure
Syrup
and
Syrup to
the

infor-

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

MULLIGAN A RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice.

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

I

f

SO

NOTHING as to touch the button and
is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
tor you. We furnish It at reasonable rates,

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Prompt Attention and the Best
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.
of

Telephone 9 W

104 DON OASPER ST.

ASK FOR

TICKETSSHIP YOUR

FREIGHT

FROM SANTA FE
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points In
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific

Coast, via

The

Best
Route

to Torrance thence.

.Y

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

East

(USporWest

For Rates and Full Information, Address
G. F. & P. Agt., El Paso, Texas.
EUGENE FOX,

it makes!

WARNER'S

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
ma

E

"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk combine!

one-tent- h

THE

roi-lo-

rn erocery

A Dob Unit with few et
many Book Units as desired.
The only perfect comHnirifsa
desk and bookcase cm made
Roomy, convenient attractive W want to show yo

its mdvantage ond possi- bilitJo. Qii,wiMpnoar
St.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

PACE THREE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

11, 1913.

..
U.

ELECTION.
FIRST CANDIDATES FOR U. S. SENATE TO
PEOPLE FOR THE COVETED TOGA.

BLAIR LEE, Democratic senatorial
candidate, is a member of the old Blair
and Lee families of Maryland and Virginia. He is now in the early '50's,
has been a lifelong Democrat and la
classed as a progressive. In 1S96,
when the Maryland Democracy was
"badly split on the Bryan issue, Lee
was on the Bryan side and ran for
congress. Three years ago he ran for
the nomination for governor of Mary-land, but was defeated by the reac- tionarles of his own party, who nomi-jannated Arthur P. Gorman, Jr., son of
the former senator, who was defeated
by Goldsborough, Republican.
Blair Lee has been In the Maryland
state senate for the past eight years,
and is the recogni ed Democratic progressive leader In that body. He graduated from Princeton in the class
ahead of Woodrow Wilson and is a
close and lifelong friend of the
1

d

j

TO THE

DIRECTLY

GO

PAR RAN,
THOMAS
Republican
senatorial candidate, comes from St.
Leonard, Md., and is a farmer. He has
had a long political career In state and
national politics. He was a member
0f the house of delegates of Maryland
and of the state senate in 1S94. In
19m ue was elected to the clerkship
0f the court of appeals of Maryland
served there until 1907. He was
elected to the 62nd congress in 1910
and served until March 4, 1913.
PAIN IN BACK AND RHEUMATISM.
Torment thousands of people daily.
Don't be one of these sufferers when
for so little cost you can get well rid

of the cause. Foley Kidney Pills begin
their good work from the very first
dose. They exert so direct an action
on the kidneys and bladder that the
pain and torment of backache, rheumatism and kidney trouble is soon dlsWISE OLD CAT KNOWS
WHERE TO FIND HOME, ipelled. The Capital Pharmacy
-

Wasington, Nov. 11 A black cat
came unannounced and unheralded to
visit President Wilson today. It is regarded by the presidential family as
a good omen.
The cat crossed the dining room
while the family was breakfasting and
startled the President by rubbing up
against him,
The attendants rushed forward to
eject the animal when the Misses Wilson interfered and fed the wanderer
with cream.

TO

HOW

LEADING FIGURES IN FIRST DIRECT SENATORIAL

ESTATE VALUED

MORRIS

AT ABOUT $20,000,000.
of
Nov. 11. An estate
was left by the late packer, Edward Morris, according to his
will filed in the probate court here
Chicago,
J20,f00,000

today.
It will not pay you to waste your
time wrtlng out your legal forms
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing com
pany.

z
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London. Out., Xov 11. Alice and
Carl .lacobson, brother and sister lost
to each oilier since childhood learned
60,000.
THE SEVEN ROUTES TO MEXICO lot.
of their true relationship after a court- Health by Lydia
CITY LYING AT THE COMMAND
Total organized strength it 1, 000.
The conditions confronting the mob- that was about to develop into Restored to
Total male population available for ship
OF AMERICAN ARMY.
iliziitioii of the same number of troops
E. Pinkham's Vegetable
marriage.
approximately 33,000 at a single military duty, unorganized i.uuiyw".
The story, as told by the young pee-- :
(Compiled for The New .Mexican by ujcnmu jn the United States or a siuele ' Coast defenses So fortifications;
Compound Her
pie is that many years ago, in Devon- j
defense
coast
few
modern
land
but
on
coast
would
Mexican
Military Expert.)
the
seaport
Own Story.
was
Carl
a1
shire,
England,
adopted
by
i
From the East.
Ii,e entirely done away with. There ignns at Vera Cruz, the gulf port.
family named Kmithson, and shortly
Tamplco to Mexico City, by rail viajWOud be practically no congestion of! personnel of army Privates hugely lai'terward came to America. He lived
Westwoorl, Md. "I am a farmer's
nor would the hauling of the recruited from penal institutions and in Xew York and Detroit several wife and do most of my own work when
(San Luis Potosi, tW2 miles. New
leans to rampico, by water, approxi-- troops upset the regular railway sched- Indians.
I am able.
I had
years ami finally left his adopted parj
Imately, 7:!0 miles. Galveston to Tani- - ules to any great extent.
Navy.
nervous spells, feents and came to this city. He is reIpico,
by water, approximately
Bravo Gunboat; length, 24!) feet; siding on York street here, when a
male weakness and
There are three approaches from
miles, (iuantanamo to Tamplco, by the Bea for which transports would be 'displacement, 12(H) tons; guns, two
terrible bearing
few months
a
woman
ago
young
tor-anmiles.
Vera
water, approximately 1400
down pains every
three by rail from the north Inch and six smaller guns; one
named Alice Jacobson came from Eng291
miles.
month. I also suf;Cruz to Mexico City, by rail,
one that would permit the use of pedo tube.
land to live here.
!New Orleans to Vera Cruz, by water, both
fered much with my
and railroad accommo-- j
Morales Gunboat (same measure- - Coming from the same country, and
transports
approximately S40 miles. Galveston to dation. This condition would not
right side. The pain
and armament as Bravo).
both being lonely, a strong friendship
started in my back
Vera Cruz, by water, approximately able the army to secure ready en-- J Tampica Gunboat ; length, 20(1 feet;
up between them and ripened
720 miles,
and extended around
tluantanamo to Vera Cruz, trance to Mexico, but it would also displacement, 1IS0 tons; (guns same as jgrew
hnto love. long conversations regard-mak- e
my right side, and
by water, approximately 1500 miles.
the problem of getting in
iing Devonshire brought out the fact
the doctor told me it
From the West
Vera Cruz Sump measurements and that they had been born in the same
plies a matter of considerable less
was organic inflam
.own.
Manzanlilo to Mexico City, by rail, difficulty. It is probable that, the main armament as Tampica.
mation. I was sick every three weeks
via Guadalajara and Irapuato, 649ji,naR Gf suppiies would be established
Zaragoza Fiiarmored gunboat, with! The young woman. In writing to her and had to stay in bed from two to four
miles. San Diego to Manzanillo, by t vera Cruz because it is nearest to !6jx 4,7.jnCh, and four smaller guns.
parents enclosed a picture of Carl and days.
water, approximately 1380 miles. San,ne city of Mexico and is more easily
told of her engagement.
The parents
Triton Police boat.
"It is with great pleasure I tell you
rranclsco to Manzanuto, oy water, ap-- j reached by water with a better harbor
Oampeche, Donato. Guerra, Mazat-- were of the opinion that it. was the what Lydia E. Pinkham's
tlia n any olher point. There would ;ian. Oaxaco
proximately 1609 miles,
hong lost son, and an Investigation
Inferior transports.
has done for me. I have folFrom the North.
he other bases established on the east
was conducted which revealed the fact Compound
Yucatan Training sailing ship.
lowed your directions as near as possiand
were
brother
lovers
Two.
the
sister.
El Paso to Mexico City, by rail. 1226 coast at Tamplco and Brownsville,
that
boats
Torpedo
ble, and feel much better than I have
miles. Eagle Pass to Mexico City, by Texas, that can he reached by ships
Total tonnage of navy 651)0.
felt for years. When I wrote you beManis
coast
there
west
to
Mexico
852
miles.
on
the
Laredo
Total number of guns (all small)
City, and
rail,
fore I was almost a wreck. You can
LIVING
by rail, 803 miles. Corpus Christ! to zanillo. Manzanillo is a big port with 42.
publish this letter if you like. It may
with
Mexico City, via Laredo, 9(w miles, direct railroad connection
Total officers and men 1200.
RUINATION help to strengthen the faith of some
to Mexico City, by rail. ico City.
poor suffering woman." Mrs. John F.
via Monterey, S41 miles. Galveston
The transportation of the troops to
Richards, Wectwood, Maryland.
Nov. 11. Given an allowDetroit,
HOTEL
ARRIVALS.
by water to Brownsville by rail to Mex- the border would not be half the prob-lcWomen who suffer from those disestate
a
of
the
ance
fram
month
$200
City, via Monterey, approximately !iPm that was presented by the mobill- of his uncle, James Marlow, 19 years tressing ills peculiar t their sex should
1200 miles.
De Vargas.
zation two years ago at San Antonio.
o'd. of New York City, iook his churn not doubt the ability of Lydia E. PinkA. G. Jaffa, City.
ham's Vegetable Compound to restore
This for the reason thai there are two
By a Military Expert.
George Marquurdt. 19 of Philadelphia their health.
R. Speare, Albuquerque.
Into each
on a tour of the continent, spending
(Compiled especially for this paper). or more railroads running
L. R. Priester, City.
If you have the slightest doubt
How will the American army invade of the gateways for travel through
the money in riotous living about three
Fred B. Carter, Pasadena, Cal.
I,ydi;i K. Pinkham's VegetaMexico when the inevitable interven-- 1 Mexico save one. There are three
days each month, until death claimed that
will help yon, write
W.
E,l.
Francisco.
ble
San
Paso
George
Hopkins,
practical
tion is ordered by the president? I say roads running into
Mar.low and physical affections laid to Compound
K.PinkhamMedieineCo.
K. W. Edwards, Fort Sumner.
lij'dia
in
low
inevitable because there isn't the ly four, as the Union Pacific runs east
St,
Hospital
Mary's
Marquardt
for adcould handle troop trains
Harvey Owen, Albuquerque.
in Detroit.
be
slightest doubt among military men and west and
vice.
will
Your
letter
opened,
G.
M.
Pueblo.
Sharp,
In St. Mary's where he is now held read ami answered by a woman,
that Intervention must come. It's only from both directions. At Laredo isthere
B. H. Bickerford, Deming.
but
are two roads, and while there
a serious illness and rheumatism aud held in strict confidence.
a question of when and how.
by
on
J. R. Cohry, Denver.
told Wednesday of how he
What are the routes to be followed one at Brownsville, this town lies
Marquardt
to
Frank Smith, Denver.
the coast or near enough to it
to the capital?
and Marlow lived in luxury three days HAIRPIN HOLDS
GalJ. T. Latley, Denver.
each month, only to turn to "panhandlWhat are the problems that are to permit water transportation from
S, B. Pruton, Portland.
At Eagle
veston or New Orleans.
be faced in following these routes?
ing" the rest of the month to obtain
Mrs. Pruton, Portland.
food. As Marquardt's story runs, Mar
How nearjy can a direct line of Pass there is but one road. Luredo
Oliver Pruton, Portland.
low and he were boyhood chums. An
be opened and be can be reached easily from the water
communication
Xew York, Nov. 11. Hairpins the
Car.! Pruton, Portland.
by rail from Corpus Christi, Tamplco,
uncle of the former died and .left Mar- blonde kind held up a BUbway exkept open?
H. Leser, Chicago.
of
course,
and
Vera
Cruz
Manzanillo,
low an allowance of $200 monthly,
It isn't always (he largest army that
press train at the Kowling Green sta
W. M. Gray, Albuquerque.
with a provision that when the boy tion for 10 minutes.
wins a battle. It's the army that has could only be reached by water.
H.
W.
Las
Vegas.
Kelly,
Because of the location of the troops
became of age he should come into the
the best fighting position in the first
The young lady was beautiful, blonde
L. Harkenheimer, St. Louis.
would not be
entire estate. 'Mallow died in Califor- and
place and that gets to that fighting to be sent the travel
Ohio.
D.
W.
buoyant. As she started to leave
a
Gottlieh,
Cincinnati,
three
lias
Galveston
difficult.
took
the
and
body
survivor
the
nia
in
There
condition.
best
the
position
the train a hairpin fell out and as
C. A. Thomas and wife, Rocky Ford,
It that could be uti
runnlncr
Into
York.
New
to
15
of
again
a
back
or
Marquardt
dozen
are
ways
probably
she bent to pick It up others followed.
theC10'
started westward but upon reaching
entering Mexico with an army but lized if that point is adopted as
Men passengers helped her retrieve
This,
Detroit he became seriosly ill.
the problem is to take the troops along leading place for transports.
them. Soon her hair fell down. Using
Or- - WOULD MAKE THEM
New
as
is
not
which
necessary,
to
Marquardt
direct.
a
however,
The
is
nearest
route
a
that
the
period during
she twisted It
BETTER IF THEY COULD and his chum lived so strangely was the door as a mirror,
line which can be followed and still leans, Brownsville and New York are
up while one man held her hat and
to
not.
their
Pills
too
being
of
The
makers
far
and
away
permit
half,
ja year
Foley Kidney
preserve the strength of the men.' It
dozens of eager hands held hairpins.
Iknow that they have absolutely the
doesn't matter how straight a man Ib used.
The crowd was half In and half out
heal-o- f
In
Case
and
curative
of
best
combination
Mexico's
Fighting Strength
able to shoot if he gets to the point
the car.
AND
and
bladder
medicines
for
jlng
kidney
American Invasion.
when he is called on to exercise his
"Madam, you're holding up thla
ON ROBBERS train,"
If the United States intervenes In ailments and urinary irregularities
skill, in an exhausted, hungry condiyelled a guard.
to
Is
That
it
produce.
possible
tion he'll not be able to shoot at all. Mexico, every Mexican will be our en-th"I should worry," she smi'ed at him.
and emy.
The rival leaders and forces Is why Foley Kidney Pills are the best
So the matter of transportation
11.
Following
Lancaster, Pa., Nov.
The hairpin holders frowned The
that have been fighting each other medicine for the purpose you can buy. the blowing open oi their safe by nitrofeeding is a most important one.
finished, dubbed her nose with a
girl
Let's take up the transportation may be expected to turn against the j The Capital Pharmacy.
of
glycerin, Samuel .1. Pugh, owner
bit of powder and smiled aga'n. Then
side.
side
and
invader
conditions
Yankee
the
first.
by
fight
Though
problem
Pugh's mill, near here, and his son, tne irain started.
In Mexico in this regard are far from This estimate of the country's fight- a Clarence S. Pugh. battled with the robthe
and
of
ideal, the network
railways
bers, who made their escape, although
VV
I .
KILL EACH
open ports on the coast help matters a it is possible for an expert to make
one of them was probably wounded.
Two heavy explosions awakened the
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It's usually thetaste of the maple syrup that
makes folks smack their lips over buckwheat
cakes. Good maple syrup makes good buckwheat and other breakfast cakes. When you use
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THE MOREY MERCANTILE

CO.. Denver. Colo.

SON

Pugh family, and father and son
ing themselves, started in pursuit of
the robbers. In answer to young pugn s
call to halt, three of the gang opened
fire. Father and son responded, and
for a time there was lively exchange
of shots, the robbers finally retreating
as their ammunition gave out.
Some farmers passing the new
bridge, near the city, saw two
men bandaging up the wounds of an
other, and it is supposed these were
the robbers.
The safe in the mill was wrecked
and about $60 in cash was secured
Two strangers who stopped at, the mill
yesterday believed to have been mem
bers of the gang.
arm-

Moreys

the cakes are twice as delicious. For Solitaire Syrup
is made of the best maple sap that flows.
" The Beet the Grocer Can Deliver. "
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The De Luxe Business Paper
because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-chara- cter
impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive--

n

.

Just specify COUPON BOND today.
Let us show you samples.
difference.
NEW

MEXICAN

PRINTING COMPANY,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

And see the
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Sheffield, Ja., Nov. 11. Luck was
his lot, says W. W. Williams, a farmer,
when he found two black bears tight-inover a hallow tree trunk full of
honey near Sugar Run yesterday. The
bears were so busy that they tailed to
see Williams, who got behind a tree
and watched tuS !'Htl:
The bears fei'fcht until finally the
smaller of the two got a hold on the
other's back. The battle ended suddenly, the. larger bear gasping twice
and rolling over dead. The victor,
sorely wounded fell on his victim,
dying in a few minutes.
e

A

A MAKER OF HEALTH.
good honest medicine like Foley

Kidney Pills gives health to many
families. Mrs. O. Palmer, 635 Wllllow
St., Green Bay, Wis. was seriously
III with kidney and bladder trouble.
Mr. Palmer writes: "My wife is rapid
ly recovering her health and strength
due solely to the use of Foley Kidney
Pills." The Capital Pharmacy.

From 37 to G3 degrees was the
range of temperature yesterday and
the average relative humidity was 45
per cent. The lowest temperature
last night was 35 degrees. Yesterday
was a clear und pleasant day with a
mean temperature ten degrees above
SAN DIEGO EXPOSITION TO
the normal.
BE READY AHEAD OF TIME.
The temperature at 8 a. m. today
was 35 in Santa Fe; in other cities it
San Diego, Calif., Nov. 11. A statewas as follows:
ment issued on the first day of NoAmarillo, 40; Bismarck, 24; Boise, vember
by the officials of the San
44; Cheyenne, 38; Dodge City, 36;
Diego exposition informs those inter28; Flagstaff, 30; Grand Junc- ested in the
progress of work on the
tion, 32; Helena, 42; Kansas City, 32;
that the exposition
grounds
exposition
Modena,
58;
Los
Angeles,
Lander, 30;
f
was more than
completed, and
Lieut Gov. A. J. Wallace, of California and some of the types of Hindu 42- Oklahoma. 42: Phoenix, 64; Port-- j
the division of works was six
that
30;
30
laborers employed by the company of which he is a director.
: Rapid City,
laud, 44; Pueblo,
weeks in advance of its schedule. The
42; Rosweii, 38; Salt Lake,
had been made by those ofBut the Hindus pointed at the Wal- ployes struck because they declared Roseburg,
promise
52; San Francisco, 52; Spokane, 40;
laces, the Bordens, the Spreckels, the wages anu conumons uuuearable, em Tonopah, 46; Williston, 30; Winne-mucc- ficials, more than one yei' ago, that
the exposition building and grounds
Northern Electric railway and others, ployed a great many Hindus in con38.
would be entirely complete by the first
and said:
struction.
Local Data.
In the meantime there are 50,000 unday of August, 1914, five months in ad"They want us and here we are."
last
date
this
temperature
Highest
Eager to work for $25 or $30 a month! employed white men on the Pacific year. 53; lowest, 34. Extreme temper- vance of the opening day, January 1,
1915.
In Manila C000 Hindus are waiting coast, begging for jobs, with the pros- ature 41
years record, highest, 66 in
to Bhip to San Francisco, Seattle and pects for the winter decidedly dls
1904.
10
in
1873; lowest,
GIRLS! GIRLS! TRY IT,
Portland If the test case is decided heartening, according to Labor ComForecast.
BEAUTIFY YOUR HAIR.
missioner John P. Mclaughlin.
favorably.
and
Fe
vicinity: Tonight
For Sanla
"I employ 40 Hindus now," says I. fair and slightly warmer; Wednesday
Behind them are the millions of
Make it Thick, Glossy, Wavy, LuxurIndia with eyes on the United States, L. Borden of the state agricultural partly cloudy.
iant and Remove Dandruff Real
Lieut. Gov. Wallace, of California, board and big land owner, "and have
For New Mexico: Tonight fair,
Surprise for You.
is a director in the Rindgo Land and room for 10 more as soon as I can get warmer in east portion; Wednesday
them."
fair.
Navigation company, owning 21.300
Your hair becomes light, wavy, fluffy
acres of land. The general man"I know of no reason," he tells the
Conditions.
abundant and appears as soft, lustrous
The barometer is relatively low ov and beautiful as a young gril's after
ager of this company, Carson C. Cook, immigration authorities, "why any
has appealed to the immigration au- Hindu should become a public charge, er most or tne western country mis a "Danderine hair cleanse." Just try
thorities as follows:
as there is ample employment at good morning, with general warmth from this moisten a cloth with a little
"We now employ, and have for the wages for those now in the state and the eastern slope of the Rockies to Danderine and carefully draw It.
the Pacific, and much cloudiness from through your hair, taking one small
past six yeaib, large number of Hin- many mere who may come."
dus. At present there are positions
Thanks to the exploiters of cheap Arizona, Utah and North Dakota west strand at a time. This will cleanse
for 30 more on the lands of the es- labor, the eagerness of the East In- ward. Scattered showers have occur- the hair of dust, dirt and excessive oil
tate, and they are assured good wages. dian to work for from $25 to $10 a red in Montana, eastern Washington, and in just a few moments you have
I have found them industrious and sat- month, boarding himself, and his Idaho, Nevada, northern
California, doubled the beauty of your hair.
isfactory."
Besides beautifying the hair at once
ability to live on from $5 to $10 a and southern Utah. Conditions favor
The Spreckles Sugar company uses month, there is not a single Hindu iii fair and slightly warmer weather in Danderine dissolves every particle of
from 40 to 150 Hindus in the beet California who is a public charge.
this section tonight; Wednesday part- dandruff; cleanses, purifies and invigfields and other work theear round.
One one side are the opulent em ly cloudy.
orates the scalp, forever stopping itch
"As an additional
inducement. ployers who are will to Bweat the toil
ing and falling hair.
where it is Impossible to give them er to the last ounce for fat profits, and
But what will please you most will
Birmingham, Ala. A. F. Willis, sufsatisfactory work throughout the sea who see in a Hindu influx a chance to fered greatly from asthma and bron be after a few weeks' use when you
"I got no relief will actually see new hair fine and
chitis. He writes:
son," says Gen. Mgr. F. E. Sullivan, force down the general wage scale.
new
"we pay their fare to and from the
Opposed are the 90 per cen the until I took Foley's Honey and Tar downy at first yes but really
It entirely removed those hair growing all over the scalp. If
Compound.
places where they make their head- people who secure exclusion of
coolie labor and blocked the
choking sensations, and never failed you care for pretty, soft hair and lots
quarters. I will hay, however, that
of the Japanese by the to produce an easy and comfortable of it surely get a 25 cent bottle of
they are satisfactory only under the
Knowlton s Danderine from any drug- contract system with natives bosses."
land law unwilling to see condition of the throat and lungs.
it.
The Capital Pharmacy.
The Northern Electric, whose em- - American standards undermined.
gist or toilet counter, and just try
-
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Packing Hindu Hordes in Their Fight
to Force Entry Into the Country
India's Millions Awaiting Word
Which Will Cause Them to Flock
to U. 8.
(By Jack Jungmeyer.
San Francisco, Calif., Nov. 11.
Amon the white employes of cheap
Asiatic labor who are rushing to the
defense of the Hindu In his fight for
unrestricted entry into the United
States are men high in the political
and social life of California.
Lieut. Gov. A. J. Wallace, I. L.
Borden, member of the state board of
sugar
agriculture, the Spreckles,
kings, and a dozen other "foremost
citizens," are directors of big corporations that champion the turbaned
alien.
If the protest of the 24 East Indians
now contesting deportation here is carried to the U. S. supreme court, as
seems likely, It will be largely because of their support
"Strong prejudice and no demand
for that class of labor," was the reason assigned by the secretary of labor
for his ruling against the Hindu
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to be generous if he asked to get
ceived here late this afternoon by offHOTEL ARRIVALS.
icials of the Stimson line. The mesaway.
sages received by the officials make
Mullin probably would have some
Montezuma.
no mention of the Hagwood
turning
G. jr. Kirby, Xevv York.
little trouble getting free from the
turtle.
L. Croxton, Virginia.
Montreal club. He jumped that outfit
Two Sailors Washed Ashore.
Mr. and .Mrs. G. M. Thoninn. Albu- last summer after being sent, there by
Port Huron, Mich , Nov. 11. a reWashington and the Royals' manage- - Jquerque,
port just reached here that a seaman's
and ment is said to be very much displeasannounced s Ritchie, 137
H. B. Roeder, Albuquerque.
book found on one of the bodies of the
136
to
him
assist
ed
with
not
F.
Cross,
C.
inclined
and
Shellhart,
Albuquerque.
OF OHIO RIVER
two saliors washed ashore at Port
BIGGEST FOOTBALL
F. J. Holmes, Los Angeles.
first him. George claims that he was givWitU tbe exception of the
Franks, on the Candaian side, today
en
a
M.
in
raw
deal
W.
Mr.
Mrs.
and
hp
Montreal
that
the
and
and
was
which
even,
Caldwell, City was marked "The Jenks."
round,
C. B. Stubblefield and family, l.as
eighth, in which Cross had a decided would have been willing to stay there
The J. M. Jenks, a steel steamer,
GIANT
ELEVEN
a
if
had
had
half
he
chance.
MICHIGAN
The
club
the
honors.
Vegas.
advantage, Ritchie had
was built in 1902. She had a 414 foot
,
on
Ritthe
other
W.
C.
Denver.
officials,
In the second, after a
hand, allege that
Wright,
keel, 50 foot beam, 28 foot depth and
chie fell over Cross, who was in a there was no excuse for his quitting
A. C. McElwain, St. Louis.
a gross tonnage of 4644 tons.
some
comthere
is
A. Siege, Nara Visa.
discipline
stooping position. Though the fall was and that
Steamer Waldo Goes To Pieces.
a heavy one, Ritchie did not seem to ing to him before he can ally himself
Henry Taylor, Clayton.
Calumet, Mich., Nov. 11 The steam1
be much the worse for it. In the third with any organization under protecG. B. Armstrong, Roswell.
er L. C. Waldo of the Robin Trans
'
round, Ritchie knocked Cross down tion again.
C, L. Ballard, Roswell.
portation . company, went to pieces
'
twice, each time for the count of nine.
last night on Gull Rock, Manitou IsB. O. White, Roswell.
Matty Mclntyre also looks like a
The first fall was from a right smash player who would make a good
land. The crew was resnneH h h
G. W. Pilchard, City.
on the jaw, followed by a right,
He is a man of perfect habits,
portage lake ship canal life saving
Jesse L. Nusbaum, City.
After Cross had regained ii'id a brainy fellow withal, and he is
Mrs. Nelson W. Clark, Minneapolis. men who arrived on a tug just in time-Mathis feet, Ritchie rushed him across the
to save the sailors, all of whom suf
;ry popular among ball players.
Miss Martha Clark, Minneapolis.
irlng and put him down again with an-- ty would be a valuable performer, too.
W. SI. Taber and wife, Glorieta.
fered lerriuiy irom exposure.
The
a
of
more
was
which
other right,
or his own club, as he had a big year
boat went ashore Saturday but her
W. E. 'Marsh, San Pedro.
I
blow.
Cross
When
a
got v itu Providence in 110 3 and should
jshove than
C. J. Dawe, Denver.
:fg
identity was not learned until news
up lie caugnt Kitcnie wun a. naru ien j, Ff cveral more seasons.
of the life savers' exploit reached here
T. W. Medley, Magda,lena.
Tt
almost lifted the
(book on the jaw.
would
today. The rescued men were brought
.Tas. W. Medley, Magdalena.
Either one of the
champion off his feetl Cross rushing like to land the Chattanooga club,
Houghton.
G. O. Owsley, Magdalena.
jto
Tt
jagain, forced Ritchie to the ropes.
Another Boat Ashore.
is looking for a manager, but
L. G. Robinson, Kansas City.
which,
in this round as if Ritchie
looked
j
Calumet, Mich., Nov. 11. The CaMcCormick of the Giants, is
Joe
Chicago.
Hurry
Rachofsky,
would win easily, but Cross was full
nadian steamer Gurephln of the
to have a cinch on that
Edw. Mitchell, St. Louis.
'of fight and his power of recuperation
Mutual Line of Ontario, Cap
F. I. Smith, Denver.
McGraw having secured Presbtiih.
tain Paddington, is high on shore six
jsurprised the western hoy as well as ident Andrews'
as a reward
W. P. Smith, Chicago.
promise
the spectators.
miles east of Copper Harbor, KeweenJ. N. Ortiz, Jr., and wife, Los
for favors done the Lookouts in the
From the fourth round to the end
aw Point The crew of seventeen arI'ast.
of the seventh, Cross received most;
rived at Copper Harbor at noon today,
!of the punishment, but he kept Rit-- j
from
suffering terribly
jchle busy and the fighting all through;
jfeet and hunger. This boat also went
was hard and fast. Cross apparently
ashore Saturday and the men had no
did not mind the' stiff jabs he was
food since that time.
with
himself
contenting
The Gurephis was
ai.d
to
use
his
deadly right swing
waiting
light and was headed for Fort William,.
A chance to do so never came. Ont. when the storm broke Satutd.-.y- .
The eighth round was where Cross
All control of the vessel was lost and
j
showed to the best
advantage.
it drifted rapidly to the south shore
landed lefts and rights to head ant!
and was
broadside on the rorhy
Jib
body and also had the better of the
beach. Th) crew managed to )'?ce
He shook Ritchie from
.infighting.
the steamer this morning. They were
jheels to head with a left hook to th
guided to copper Harbor by ln.l .r.1!.
Jaw in this round.
Steamer Turret Wrecked.
Ritchie's showing was not quite u
11. The
Calumet, Mich., Nov.
to the standard of former lightweight
steamer Turrett, chief of the Merwho
seen
been
here.
have
champions
chants Mutual line of Ontario, is a to-- "
But Cross at all times is a puzzllne
tal wreck, six miles east of Copper
how
no
his
matter
oppogood
fighter,
harbor, Keweenaw point. The steamnent may be, and last night he tough'
er went ashore at four o'clock Saturwith desperation at all stages in en
day morning. She was bound for
deavoring to win Ritchie's title, whic
Port Arthur, but the wind drove her
in
westerner
at
stake
had
the
placed
over to the south shore, fifty miles
this match.
out of her course. The loss is estiMiller, L. H.; Julian, F. B.; Gifford, Tackle.
mated at $100,000.
The crew of seventeen reached:
Julian, the wonderful plunging full-- . by Macklin. His rival is Ollphant, the FORMER TIGERS
With the football season about half
"getaway" with a particularly valua- shore safely shortly after the boats
great Purdue halfback who, in the
REAL
DETECTIVE
gone, two practically unknown elev- back, and Blake Miller, half back, are oninion of
MANAGE
WOULD
is
the
Yost,
ble
lot of art objects as a part of his struck and built a hut in which they
"Hurry Up"
ens stand out head and shoulders over the chief cogs in the machine that best In the west.
PLAY SATURDAY impedimenta. It is around those in- remained until yesterday morning,
MINOR
OUTFITS
teams which have for years become Coach Macklin used to lower the col- in
stars
Julian and Miller are
cidents that Augustin MacHugh has when' they were directed to Copper
using
ors of the Wolverines and Badgers.
household names.
or breaking up forward passes. They
That splendid melodramatic farce woven his play, which is said to be harbor by Indians.
11
Nov.
former
Two
fullMichiis
Detroit,
one
Tig
the
of
the
Julian
greatest
These teams are from
filled with dramatic
are strong defensive players, their
surprises; and They reached Copper harbor yester
ers, George Mulhn and Matty Mcln "Officer 666," a play that has absorbed clean fun that is particularly appealgan Agricultural college and Fitts-bur- backs in football. He proved his tackling being low, hard and clean.
day afternoon and from there came to
will
of
the
the
attend
crowded
and
the
attention
attracted
meeting
In a line that is adamant from end tyre,
university, which, respectively, worth against Michigan by scoring
ing to Americans of the present day. Mandan, Keweenaw county this mornin
with
minor
Columbus,
leaguers
humbled Michigan and Wisconsin, one of the touchdowns that beat to end Capt. Gifford stands out promihouses to the Gaietv theater in New How the young millionaire outwits ing. Most of the crew were compell
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Five Dead Bodies Cast Up.
"Officer 666" is an original play, and
TO ACT LIKE COWBOYS, SHOOT TWO MEN !
purchased his release from San Fran "expert" has been masquerading as its success is all the more gratifying
Detroit, Mich., Nov. 11. A special
cisco that he might sign up with Bill the owner of his home in upper Fifth because of the fact that it" iB
purely from London, Ont., states that five
Donovan, and the club would be likely avenue, and he is about to make his American from start to finish.
bodies were washed ashore this afternoon at St. Joseph's, above Kettle
Point, on the Canadian shore of Lake
AFTERMATH OF THE
Huron. Four had on life belts markBIO oNOW STORM ed "Wexford" and the Qther wore a
belt marked "London." It is thought
(Continued From Page One.)
they may have been victims of the overturned freighter disaster.
officials here today stated the descrip'ROUND-WORL- D
tion of the steel freighter found float- BEWARE OF OINTMENTS
FOR CATARRH THAT
ing in Lake Huron corresponds with
that of the H. B. HawgooU of CleveCONTAIN MERCURY
land, which left this port Friday night as mercury will surely destroy the
and was reported passing Detroit Sun- sense of smell and completely derange
,' '
the whole system when entering it
day.
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The vessel was 414 feet long and through the mucous surfaces. Such
articles should never be used except
carried a crew of 18.
Wreckage of a lightship floated into on prescriptions from reputable physi
:
Buffalo harbor today and was picked cians, as the damage they will do is
up on the beach. The wreckage con- ten fold to the good you can possibly
Hall's Catarrh
sisted of a boat railing, doors, appar- derive from them.
ently off a boat, and several life pre- Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
servers, marked "United States LV & Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury,
and is taken internally, acting directly
82."
The ship carried a crew of 6 men j upon the blood and mucous surfaces
In buying Hall's
Hugh A. Williams, captain, Manistee, of the Bystem.
Mich.; Charles Butler, engineer, Buf- Catarrh Cure be sure you get the
enuine. It is taken internally and
falo; Cornelius Leahy, assistant engineer, Elyria, Ohio; Andrew Leahy, made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney
mate, Elyria. Ohio; William Jensen, & Co., Testimonial free.
Sold by druggists. Price 75c per
seanion, Muskegeon, Mich.; and Peter
bottle.
Mackey, cook, Buffalo.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
This afternoon a row boat from the
lightship was seen floating bottomside pation.
up. The broken oar was fast in its
oar locks. A heavy overcoat and the
cabin door of the vessel were washed
ashore. The tender Crocus and several tugs returned this afternoon
without finding any trace of the miss--"
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Lightship 82 it Lost.
Their course was across the island. wilder. The waiters ran out of the six got into Central Park, where the
Detroit, Mich., Nov. 11. Lightship
When they came up Fifth avenue, up world's finest cafes. One of them, at policemen roped them, cowboy fashion.
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and stationed in Lake Erie off Point
j1
Abino, fifteen miles west of this city,
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lightweight champion of the world.
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Owes Eis Life to
This Lung Remedy

Rooming House, completely furnished, good location, 18 rooms. Will pay $300 per month. Price $6,000.00
12.00
FOR RENT
Store Room on Galisteo Street. .Rent per month
Store Room on San Francisco Street. Rent per
30.00
month
Good location. Rent
Modern Dwelling.
35.00
per month
Modern Dwelling, good location. Rent
30.00
per month
Ranches. Land Grants and City Property Insurance and Surety Bonds.
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For quick results,

(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)

MRS.W. LINDHARDT

LOANS, SURETY BONDS,

Palace Ave.

Phone, 189 J.
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Santa Fe. New Mexico
:
119 San FrancUco St.,
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Everything In Hardware.
W. H. WICKHAM
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YOU WILL BAG THE GAME THAT GETS UP IF YOU BUY YOUR
GUN AND AMMUNITION FROM US. OUR GUNS ARE TRUE TO AIM;
OUR SHELLS CAREFULLY LOADED.
INSURE YOUR SPORT BY USING ONLY RELIABLE SHELLS. OUR
AND WE HIT THE
AIM IS TO KEEP OUR BUSINESS GROWING,
MARK. THE WAY TO DO THIS IS NOT TO ABUSE THE TRUST OF
THOSE WHO TRUST US.

COMPANY.

HARDWARE
"IF IT'S HARDWARE

14.

IT."

WE HAVE

PHONE

uy For Cash
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And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

Flour

Grain
Hay,
us a trial and let us

show you. Guaranteed
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

Give

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,

- -

Galisteo and Water Sts.

Phone, Main 250.

UNITED

STATES

BANK

ft

CO.

TRUST

Does a General Banking Business.

$

Your Patronage Solicited

N. B. LAUGHLIN,
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President.

J.

B. LAMY,

$

j
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JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
t.

CHINA

HAND-PAINTE-

D
Showing; decorations to delight the eye are now displayed at
my store. There are articles to appeal to everyone Steins,
Smoking Sets, Tobacco Jars, Card Cases, Vases, etc. The
prices are reasonable. Please call to see the China Articles
before the best pieces have been sold.

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,
a
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VAL HERE NOW THE BEST EF$20.00
Modern House
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Light
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Gnagey & Ervien.
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THE ROUND TRIP.

Attend ' this Convention and enjoy a splendid
program. Addresses by Hon. P. P. Claxton,
U. S. Commissioner of Education, and
other noted educators.

ROUND TRIP FARE FROM HERE,

$4 15

Tickets on Sale Nov.

21

to 25,

(I1TOUSIVE)
Return Limit, December 2.

H.S.LUTZ.Agt.A.T.&S.F.R.R.
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ment of agriculture stating that he reerty in any part of the United States. grets he and his associates cannot loPATENT FLOUR"
cate in Santa Fe. The department has "BOSS
W. N. TOWNSEND,
decided to open its offices in Colorado
Ground Floor, Capital City Bank Springs. For some days Mr. EdmonCHASE & SANBORN'S COFFEE
ston looked around here for offices
Building. Phone 15 J.
and was assisted in his search by Mr.
It will not pay you to waste your Townsend and Colonel J. D. Sena.
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Printing
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WATCH OUR WINDOWS.
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OUR. GOODS

PHONE

Blue Serge for Men, $11.95 worth $18.

Wit-lar-

-

YOU WANT AND IT TS
THE RJGMT PRICE
WE HUNTEP IT FOR
YOXWHEN BUYJNCJ
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HAVE JUST WHAT

SUMS AND OVERCOATS
Ail Wool

FOUND

Mercantile company store, a saloon, a
large vacant store buildine and n
dwelling.
por a til)u,
destruction of the;
entire Estiincia valleyl
town was'
threatened, but valiant work on the;
part of a bucket brigade, composed of
voiunieeis. succeeded in exiinguisn- namve af((,r tue frp had prac- mg
tically burned itself out.
The loss is partially covered by insurance.
Mr. Criswell left last night for Willard to investigate the cause, of the
fire and adjust the loss. From
he will go to Cimarron, Colfax
county, to adjust the loss of the
Cimarron Furniture company, amounting to $20,(1(10. He also will visit
Texas, before returning to
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Santa Fe Hardware
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Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Thomas, of j
Helen Winter
Rocky Ford, Colo., are sightseers in jyccai Solo
Phyllis Mayne
tfie city.
jwomen in Public Life, E. Adltie Carden
L. 13. AVooters, of the traveling audi- - jwhat Is Worth While
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" Yes Sir!

Studebaker wagons are
made to back up a reputation."
"I know, because wagons or evry make
come into my shop for repairs, and lhave a
chance to see how few are Studebakers.
That's the opinion of thousands of blacksmiths
who know the quality of Sluaebafer wagons.
The owners never regretted that they bought
StuJebakers.

Tested materials, accurate workmanship insure a
selecwagon unequaled for durability, and this careful
tion of wood, iron, steel, paint and varnish has been a
fixed rule with the Sludebaker Company for sixty years.
That is why a Studebaker wagon runs easiest and lasts
longest It is built on honor.
Whether you live in town or country, there is a
Sludebaker vehicle to fill your requirements for business
or pleasure - and harness of every description made
as carefully as are Studebaker vehicles.
See our DtaUt or write in.

STUDEBAKER
NEW YORK
MINNEAPOLIS

South Bend, Ind.

KANSAS CJTY
DALLAS
CHICAGO
roRTLANU. ORB.
KAN FRANCISCO
SALT LARS CITY

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos, The
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennis
sports.
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The revelations in the comities of Eddy and San Miguel are fairly Btart-linIn the showing made and but emphasize the fact that this stale was in
sad need of an overhauling as fur as the management of the affairs of the
public are concerned.
thorEvidently the work of the traveling auditor's department lias been
It is a
ough and that there has been no politics In it shows on the face. In
the
credit to the administration and but adds to the confidence already felt
governor and his associates who are giving to the people a clean administra
tion of the state affairs.
It was not the policy of the old standpat organization to disturb things,
was not to
particularly when they were in 1he hands of "friends." Thus it
be expected that anyone who was a member, in good standing, of the old
acts
guard, would be humiliated by having his hooks examined or his public
scanned.
The amount to be made good as shown by the report in the county of
Sail Miguel is surprising and shows h ' necessary was the uncovering
of the oilicial acts of certain of the officials in the counties examined. One
cerof the conspicuous features of the examination was the discovery that
a
tain of the teachers signed their warrants with "His Mark." This is
even the
when
is
a
and
endurance
to
disgrace
seems
go
that
beyond
travesty
schools are made the plaything of the politician and the education of the
children of the state but a farce.
There were rumors flying fast regarding the condition of the different
couutlnes and the irregularities of the manner of doing the state's business,
but some of the revelations surpass understanding and go far beyond the belief of those who felt that there was wrong doing. We commend the officers in the work that they have done in thus going into the examination of
the method of conducting the public business, and the results will be beneficial as they show that careless and dishonest conduct of state affairs will no
longer be tolerated under the present administration.
It is a lesson, as well to the people of the state to keep the business of
the public out of the hands of the old guard, whose incompetency has been
so clearly uncovered.

IS FULL OF UNCERTAINTIES!

To lie before us "ke a lani of dreams.
So various, so beautiful, so new,

Hall neither joy, nor love, nor light,
Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for oain
And we are here as on a darkling plain

XSSSSv
SgijSgp1'

Sbv

:

rafr'rS

with confused alarms of struggle
and flight,
Where ignorant armies clash by night.
Some of these uncertainties can, however, be avoided or diminished by
that reasonable attention which a man of ordinary prudence should always
give to his pecuniary affairs.
The accumulation of a money reserve is one of the means by which
life's uncertainties arising from poverty prolific source of evils can be
eliminated or diminished.
The best and surest way to have money is to get the banking habit
Then you are prepared for all emergencies arising from Its lack.
Deposit your money In this strong, safe bank where the same careful
attention Is given to the small depositor as to the largest.
Swept

they thought they were settling ques- any sort of work, no matter how
tions of the greatest import and de- menial it may be, rather than be idle,
you may make up yoiir mind that he
termining the life of nations.
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF SANTA FE
This talk of driving a man to drink will amount to something. The young
he
starve
before
would
who
man
me
did
make
tired,
anyway.
always
CAPITAL, SURPLUS HDD PUTS, $245,000.00.
If a man wants to get woozy he will would do anything beneath what he
not
not
is
to
does
his
if
he
be
conceives
and
do It in spite of all,
dignity,
care to, no one is going to drive him made of the right kind of stuff to cut
DeIn
this world. All
much of a figure
to it, and the debating society at
fiance, New Jersey, might aB well save honest toil Is honorable. There is
its breath if that is all they have to nothing so morally degrading as that
debate about, as to whether a drink-lin- aversion to manual labor, which is
man or a nagging woman forces usually a combination of laziness and
the one to drink and the other to dis- conceit. Willard Record.
Most Peculiar.
agreeable conversation.
The thing Is all right for a cartoon,
A sheep man says he remembers
cents under a
but it is pretty thin debating material. when wool sold a 5
The Pitiful Things.
Democratic administration.
Probably
Some things that come to light in he can also remember when wool sold
5ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
this world are Incredibly pitiful. I at fl cents with an 11c tariff on It, and
11c
of
it
when
same
the
tariff
with
notes
the
news
one
the
in
of
saw
HOME
other day an account of two old wom- sold at 22c. Why the difference? Why
en who were housed in a room above have shoes costing $4.50 in Roswell
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled, Rooms en suit with
a stable in one of our big cities and sold abroad for $2.50. A naturalized
were found by one of the investiga- citizen tells us that he has purchased
private baths. Electric light, 5team Heat,
tors for the court of domestic rela abroad for $2.50 the same shoe he
Central Location,
payB $4.50 for in Roswell. Like Bret
tions.
is most
tariff
Chinaman
Harte's
the
were
that
were
There
surroundings
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
most wretched and the hope for a "peculiar."
No
Flurry.
remote.
comfortable winter was very
The new income tax which became
One of the old women was found
warming her hands over a few coals effective on Saturday did not cause
did on
placed in a galvanized tub. She was the flurry in Silver City that it
almost totally blind. The other was Wall street. There are very few pertrying to generate a little vapor in a sons in Silver City who will come
gasoline stove. The cracks in the old within the reach of this law, although
barn were stopped with rags and if there are many who would whack up
MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
there were ever a sad case, this one the tax if they could be assured of the
Silver
income.
call
for
no
Independent.
was
City
Proprietor of the
represented it. There
Some Loss.
MONTEZUMA BILLIARD PARLORS,
help and the two old women were go
Phil Blanchard has been in the city
ing to fight it out without going to
Has Engaged at a Great Expense,
The Best That Can be Bought I
the authorities. One of the occupants a couple or days navmg come down
AT ANY PRICE
nf tiio hnrn Raid her husband had de- - from Ancho where he expected to
MARCUS
CATTON,
serted her and while she admitted ship sheep but changed his mind and
Famous
Son
Take
of
the
no
chances on either
to
the range. Phil
that the condition of herself and sent his sheep back
when a small amount will give
friend was bad, she deplored that of says the Blanchard Brothers lost three
"BILLY" CATTON,
you the protection that you
the horses down stairs. One ot the cents a pound on 70,000 pounds of
who will manage his billiard paradto
wool
this
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the
Wilson
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year,
need, and when you do uae inthat
appealed especially
things
to
Instruct
and
lors
those desiring
surance
the reason given by the deserted wom- ministration making something like a
get the best, as It is
new
All
learn the game.
tables,
an for the presence of the blind com- loss of $2100 to this firm alone. Car-r- i
the
and
cheapest,
a
new
and
cues,
ozo Outlook.
quiet, gentlemanly
panion In the room with her. She said
room fir those who cater
ALWAYS
SEE
lounging
were
in
because
she took her
they
to the pastime.
schoolmates 30 years ago.
NOT BORN
M.
If only some of the money that will DIAMONDS
EVERYONE WELCOME!
be spent buying seal skin coats for
Office United States Bank Buildinr
dogs could be given to people in such
(FIRST FLOOR)
IN PLATINUM
condition as this, it may be that a
who
has
the Insurwould
this
purchased
of
of
the
day
problem
part
ance Business of the L. A.
be solved and we would see less of
actual and pressing misery in the WOMAN'S SHPERE' IS NOT EVEN A HEMIS1 Harvey Agency. Strong lines.
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THE TRAVELING MAN'S

'Excuse me, but this Is a bad
nickel."
'Oh, 1 beg your pardon. That was
a mistake. I was saving that for the
church collection."
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Prorpietor.
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THE BYSTANDER

SEES IT.

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

A Good Soldier,
"He was a good soldier." That is
the universal remark when the name
of nantain A s. Ttrnnkpa Is inpnttnnr-iand that is as fine an encomium as
o
could be given to any man.
Whether we speak of a person as
IT IS ALL ENCOURAGING
The continued suggestion that the Progressive party return to the Re- one who has really been in the heat
of battle or one who, in the every day
publican organization which are being made by the partisan press seem but
the more ridiculous in view of the recent elections as the actual results fight was true and brave and loyal,
it means the same, and the expresmake themselves clear.
It is amusing to read the remarks of the standpat journals in explaining sion: "He was a good soldier," means
the aitualfon sncl declaring that the only way to defeat the demon of Demo- a great deal in the summing up of
things.
cracy is for the Progressives to "come back."
I remember some time since a serA little study of the actual results of the recent elections is very intergeant In the army was stationed in
esting.
In the old rockribbed Republican state of Massachusetts, the Progressive this city In the recruiting service. He
party increased its vote over that of li12 and reached a point where its spoke of Captain Brookes, and told of
the kind of soldier he was when in
plurality over the Republican organization was over ten thousand.
In the meantime the old guard fell oft in its vote to a degree that ought the service In the Philippines. He
said they all knew the number of his
to be alarming.
goodcompanies,goed protection
In addition to this the Progressives have the balance of power in the knapsack because he was always world.
PHERE!
CHRIST
RECOGNIZED THAT
Don't you suppose that a woman
ahead of his men, leading them into
Bay State legislature.
HE
WHEN
CALLED
MARY
MARTHA
AND
a
in
poor
In .Vew Jersey the Progressives more than held their own and reached action and they saw the number on who had the heart to take
she went to
AWAY FROM THE KITCHEN!"
a vote far in excess of that which the opposing parties were willing to con- the buck. I published the story in blind sufferer with whom
CHARLEY GANN, Prop'r
cede. Indeed, the actual vote cast was 10,000 in excess of that which it was this column and Captain Brookes call- school 30 years ago, could appreciate
WOODY
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handing
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thought possible
By NIXOLA GREELEY-SMITH- .
1
little eulogy. It was the modesty that much as a lap dog or any other kind of
Plan.
In New York the Progressives have the balance of power in the legislap
European
Prom
(Copyright, 1913, by the Newspaper
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ture and in several of the cities of the slate won the mayoralty contest always goes with the truly brave man. dog, if he did have very blue,
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When an intelligent person sees for j Elegant
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There is nothing in the result of Tuesday last that has the least
of does not conclude that it is impossible
o
Leaves Barranca on the arrival vt
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The division is already too marked and the dividing elements have gone citizen and as a friend and as a sol- It will be through
Taos at 7 p.m.
241 San Francisco Street.
dier In the army which he so devoted- kind of aid will come.
loo far in opposite directions to make a reunion possible.
Near 8. W. Corner Plaza, m
Ten miles shorter than any other
to the ly served.
The Progressives will fight the battle out on the present lines and
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that is taught the soldier, and it is one women
to wear men's vests. Pretty
of the cardinal rules of his life.
on the women who have not yet
IT'S THE OTHER FELLOW
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obtained a man. Raton Range.
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well,
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With The Most Battleships.
"In my mind, church attendance has been confounded with such rascally
After five years experiment
I never think typical soldier, the other the kind and
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rule."
action. Alamogordo
to practice and this will forever be my
He has tested It and feels
all rules one way and another. The captain
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Low brought them and the wrecked feet slipped and he fell, the necktie
of P.
Hall over
with right food, to that Brain,
Leave Santa Fe 8: 10 a., m, to conwagon and faithless old Mollie to town used for a noose giving his neck such
Kaune's store.
and Muscle, and Bone developnect with No. 3 westbound and
next day. Lakewood Progress.
a sudden jerk the vertebrae snapped.
All visiting)
ment may evenly balance.
No. 10 eastbound.
Knights are most
Serious Fire.
Coffee
cordially Invited.
Returning, arrlva Ssnta Fs 12:10 p.
Fire of an unknown origin totally
m.
H. F. STEPHENS, C. C.
destroyed the Cimarron Furniture
who say they are
A. REINQARDT, K. of R. and 3.
People
3 carries passengers to AlbuNo.
s
Grape-Nutcompany store and building and the
querque, locally, and to Pacific
dissatisfied with their cofBrock Billiard and Pool Hall and
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Coast points.
building, early Monday morning, totalLodge No. 259, holds its regular
fee and who refuse to try
.
on
Leave
Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to coning a loss between $12,000 and
each
first
of
the
meeting
Thursday
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
month at Fireman's ball at 7:30 p. m
Best under
Schilling's
No. Z, eastbound, connecting at
The alarm was sent in shortly beVisiting brothers are invited and wel
"Cut-off- "
was originated to supply, in
with
fore 7 o'clock a. m., and immediately
moiieyhack guarantee, recome.
Albuquerque
the volunteer Are fighters responded
train for Clovls and v'eeos ValBENITO ALARID, President.
proper proportion, the very eleover-hoar- d
ns
mind
of
man
the
to the call in extinguishing the
ment required by the human
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
ley points.
who shouted:
flames, but all efforts to save any part
body for growth and repair.
Returning, arrive 8anta Fs 6:06 p.
of either establishments were to no
m.
ODD FELLOWS,
To supply children a dish of
will drown, nobody shall
avail, and after playing two large
No. 2, 1. O. O. F
GRAPE-NUTLeave
Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con
and cream for
streams of water continuously for
Santa Fe Lodgf
breakfast regularly, is to start
nect with No. 7 westbeund
help me."
two hours, the flames had eaten
narly
meets
regular!)
them on the road to sturdy
rylng El Paso sleeper, also No.
up everything in its path, and what
erery Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
Don't kick ahout your
4 eastbound.
health.
were a few hours before
and
in Odd Fellows Hull. Visiting broth
model stores and buildings, were now
coffee, change it ; try good
ers always welcome.
Returning, arrive Santa Fa 1:35 p.
m.
a mass of ruins and debris.
"There's a Reason"
coffee,
Schilling's
The heat from the flame was so inNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to contense that windows in the News office
Best.
Department of the Interior,
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
for
and the Crocker store cracked and but
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
No. 9 weatbound.
for the wind these buildings and their
If you don't like i t,
Oct. 30, 1913.
J
arrive Santa Fa 11:16
s
contents
Returning,
to
the
added
would
have
Notice is hereby given that Cipriano
Grape-Nuta. m.
scene of fire. The buildings are on
moneyback will kick for
Chavez, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
the opposite side of the street where
Governor Lister of Washington Labor now In convention in Seattle, Sept. 2d, 1908, made homestead entry
you.
the Are was. The Matkin store was
Sold by Grocers.
Call
No. 01315 for SE4 NW4 NE4 SW4
Wash. Governor Lister is an
an old friend among the
In danger of being wiped out as the
greeting
Order today; you may forget
by trade and still retains his NW4 SE4 SW4 NE4, section 3, townReports.
buildins smoked at different Intervals
of the American Federation of union card.
tomorrow,
ship 17 N, range 9 E., N. M. P. Meri- -
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F. ANDREWS
Grocery, Bakery and Market.

Auto Delivery Every Hour!

Auto Delivery Every llouri

EVERYTHING
THERE IS TO EAT!
Try Our

Phone

AUTO DELIVERY

No. 4

ANDREWS

Service

jl0fleNo-- 4
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FLOW

INCOME-TA-

X

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER

REGULATIONS

OFFICIAL.

Man Welcome

KEEP PEOPLE "GUESSING"
HARRY THERR1NG IS
That the

income-tu-

regulations, the income which may be derived from
interest on bonds, mortgages, etjulp-nient trusts, receivers' certificates, or
other similar obligations of which ihe
bona fide owners are citizens or for-- :
eign countries
residing in foreign'
countries: Provided, That such inter-- !
est coupons, or iu case of wholly
istered bonds, the orders for the
.went of such interest, shall be acconi-otprpanted by duly certified certificates

which have been discussed in the New
Mexican tor the pust few days, have
people all over the country "guesfcing"
is the view expressed by some, stud- ents of the new law.
"What, do vou know about the in
come-tax,- "
James T. Worthiugton was
this morning at the olticu of the
revenue collector, Manuel 13.

"Please dou't interview me on that
'
interesting subject, Mr. Worthington
who
replied smiling. Then officials
stood around him explained that Mr.
Worthington is the revenue agent on
accounts and is checking up the of- At (irst lt wag th0llgllt by out.
aiders that the visitor from Washing- ton bad come here to explain the in- ft.
ien nf the tax to the revenue
? 'officials of Santa Fe. It is said he is
Isnendine all of his SDare time study
ing the law.
The newspapers have been appealto
ed to by the treasury department
help spread information on the tax
and how it affects different incomes,
aud today the last chapter of regulations just sent out is printed. Newspapers throughout Arizona and New
Mexico are requested to copy salient
features to enlighten their readers on
this vexed subject.
After discussing the list of tax collections ou foreign items, as told lu
yesterday's New Mexican, the regula
tions take up the subject of securing
exemption on foreign items, as fol--

1

I,,,,.,, it, ,, ft u

i'"5"5

i

.i.t,i,-lti-

fn

ROSWELL

NESSEE,

ffi ffnupr tltP

own
cases of foreign and
ers of bonds and oilier securities.
"Unless such proof of foreign ownership Is duly furnished, the normal
tax of 1 per cent shall be deducted as
herein provided.
Temporary Provision.
'Tn view of the fact that the time
required for the interpretation of the
law and preparation and issuance of
these regulations brings the date so
near November 1, and that many coupons payable upon that date are already iu transit without the prescribed
certificates attached, with a desire to
cause as small an amount of inconvenience as possible to bondholders
and general business as may be compatible with the provisions of the law
and of these regulations, the following temporary provision is made:
"On November 1, 1913, and for 13
days thereafter, coupons presented to
a debtor need not be accompanied by
certificates in any of the forms hereinbefore described, provided that such
coupons are accompanied by a certlfl-tacate substantially in the following

FANCY WORK GOODS

Mothers Friend

Beautiful line of Stamped
'. Linen and Stamped Art Cloth,

A Duty that Every Man Owe. to Thoe
who Perpetuate the Race.

Cushion Tops and the Pillows
for same. Embroidery Sets and
Embroidery Floss in Royal Society, the D. M. C. and the Grecian Silk Floss.
Crochet Cottons, Crochet and
Embroidery Needles.

NEW ADJUTANT

NATIVE

MAN,

OF

POINT,

OF

GRADUATE

CLASS OF 1905,

BY GOVERNOR

AS

WEST
NAMED

HEAD OF THE

MILITIA.

OF

TOOK CHARGE

MISS A. MUGLER

TEN

'

OFFICE THIS AFTERNOON

11, 1913.

Imnortant that mrn should
know of progressive methods in advance of
motherhood. The Buffering, pntn and discan be easily
tress Incident to
avoided by having at band a bottle of
Mother's Friend.
This is a wonderful, penptrattni;, external application that relieves all tension
upon the muscles and enables them to expand
without the painful strain upon the ligaments. Thus there Is avoided all those nervous spells ; the tendency to nausea or mornIs counteracted, and a orient,
ing
Sunny, happy disposition Is preserved that
reflects wonderfully upon the character and
temperament of the little one soon to open
Its eyes In bewilderment at the joy of his
You can
arrival.
obtain a bottle of
"Mother's Friend" at any drurr store at
fl.OO, and It will be the best dollur's worlb.
you ever obtained. It preserved the mother's health, enables her to make a quick
find complete recovery, and thus with renewed strength she will eagerly devoto
herself to the care and attention which
mean so much to the welfare of the child.
Write to the Bradneld Regulator Co., 129
Lamar Bids., Atlauta, Ga., for their valuable and instructive book of guidance for
Get a bottle of Mothexpectant mothevs.
er's Friend
.
I
of Clovis, Portales and Elida will join
Artesia and Carlsbad ou mutual
grounds in this fight, which means so
much to the valley.

It

is lust

118

MILLINER
sembly could be dissolved, the newspapers suggest, immediately after the
convening of the new congress.
This seems the easiest way out of
the present deadlock.
SENATE DEMOCRATS
TO CONFER ON CURRENCY.
Washington, I). C, Nov. 11. Senator Kern, chairman of the Democratic
caucus has issued a formal call for a
conference of Democratic senators on
the currency bill tomorrow afternoon.
The call makes no mention oC a caucus, but says the purpose is to discuss currency legislation.

Harry T. Herring, of Roswell, was
today appointed to the position of adjutant general of New Mexico, by Governor McDonald,
succeeding A. S.
Brookes, deceased. Herring was first
S PHONE 12
SANTA FE, N. M.
appointed captain in the New Mexico
national guard by the governor, after
Coffrc
which he was named as the head of
the militia of the state.
The newily appointed officer took
Tlie economy and qualichargp of the office at 3:30 this afternoon, at which time Captain Norman
ty of Schilling's Best are
L. King, who has been acting adjutant
ft'iiaraiiteetl. Buy it and
general since the death of General
turned the office over to him.
Brookes,
MODERN
AND
try it and if you then
Notaries Named.
The new official will spend a few days
form :
lows :
in touch with the details of
the
McDonald
has
named
ALWAYS
Governor
getting
follows
of
the form
certificate
(Here
think you can do helter for
"In the event such coupons, checks,
IF.
nn
,1.J.. l.
George R.
following as notaries:
a,c tn
"c .m t,n.,n
"V
or bills of exchange above mentioned which may be obtained from the Inter- - u,f","ra;,',n a
two to get his Craig, Albuquerque; Wm. J. Eaton,
or
to
for
Roswell
a
day
i
in-LARGE LOBBY
more or less money, your
j
are presented for collection by an
affairs there In shape for a prolonged Clayton, and W. A. Moore, Carlsbad.
On Or Before February 1, 1914.
dividual claiming the benefit of the
AND VERANDAS
the capital.
at
stay
allowable under paragraph
grocer will return the
"On or before Febraury 1, 1914, cerFish For the Pecos.
was born
jc, Section II, of the federal income-ta- tificate of the ownership of any of the in The new adjutant general Gth, 1880, The government fish car will reach
COMFORTABLE PORCH
amount you paid.
Savannah, Tenn., April
bonds upon which was collected the
law, such individual shall be
Glorietta this afternoon, according to
SWINGS and ROCKERS
to avail himself of the deduc- interest referred to in such temporary and is the son of Judge and Mrs. D.
state
received
the
tion claimed, upon signing on the certificates, In any of the forms above V. Herring, now living at Jackson, reports and whileby there will game
"Hello" "yes."
Service and Cuisine
leave
Baptist warden,
form heretofore prescribed for cou-- ! set forth, may be delivered to the Tenn. Attended Southwest
the Boat in the City
"Please send me a can of
KiO.ono fish for the Pecos. Ed.
about
and
at
Jackson
University
University
and
pons payable in the United States,
debtor; and said debtor may thereup- of Tennessee at Knoxville.
Ample facilities forlarye
state
the
them
will
receive
for
Irvin
Best Coffee."
Schilling's
arid small banquets.
Appointed
no tax shall be deducted for the on return any sum withheld to which
"All right" "Good bye."
department, and oversee their
amount of the exemption so claimed; the owner of such bonds may be en- to V. S. Military Academy at West game
in 1903. distribution in the Pecos.
or if such items are presented by cor titled under the law and regulations Point iu 1901: graduated
discompanies, or upon the facts disclosed by such own Upon graduation was physically
porations,
Water Applications.
for commission in the army
qualified
insurance
and
associations
companies,
certificates.
Any temporary
ership
EUROPEAN PLAN. Meals a la Carte.
K. W. Mitchell, of Tularosa,
SPECIAL RATES
while
has
of
heart
because
trouble,
though
the
in
the
United
States,
certificates
to
for
organized
bonds,
relating
Room With Bath, $2.00 Lp.
BY THE WEEK
form of certificate heretofore prescrib- which certificates of ownership shall at the academy was active in football, filed water applications Nos. 840 and
Room Without Bath. $1.00 Up.
shall be not have been substituted with the baseball and all forms of athletics.; 841 with the state engineer. He asks
ed for such organizations
of for 20 second feet from the Tularosa
used, and In such instances no tax debtor, shall, on or before March 1, Was appointed by Governor Cox,
mil- river, for the irrigation of 1000 acres
shall be deducted.
1SH, be delivered to the collector of Tennessee, special instructor for
itia at state encampment in 190!i. Ac- and the development of about 100
''In both instances the licensee first internal revenue.
:
cepted position as engineer and drafts- horsepower.
retain
such
"AH
shall
items
of
such
forms
certificates
herein
proreceiving
man with the Panama canal commis
certificates for delivery with the lists vided for shall be 8 inches wide and
In 1906 became commandant
Santa Fe County Schools.
inches from top to bottom, and sion, and
aforesaid to the collector of internal 3
of St. John's Military Academy at
County Superintendent of Schools
revenue for his district not later than printed on paper corresponding
in
Manlius, N. Y., from which position John V. Conway has filed with the
the 20th of the month next succeeding weight and texture to glazed bond pa- he
resigned in 1908 and moved to New state educational department a sumreceiv17
were
28
items
said
26
about
per
by
that in which
pounds to the York City, where he served In the namary of the school situation in Santa
500
to
ream
said
of
coupons,
sheets, or white writing
ed, aud with respect
of New York as second Fe county on November 1. The report
of exchange, said li- paper 21 by 32, about 32 pounds to the tional guard
bills
or
checks,
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
69th regiment coast artil- shows 53 teachers
employed; 24
censee shall attach thereto (identify- ream of 500 sheets and the person or lieutenant,
lery. Moved to Las Vegas, N. M., In schools employing one teach; 11 emor
or
first
stamp
indorse,
or
the
corporation
items)
receiving
coupons
ing
UULf A SEED. All kinds of flowers, Harden & field seeds in bulk acd packag 2 thereon the words "Income tax ex- Interest orders for collection shall November, 1910, and is now interested ploying two teachers; one employing
in Ros- three
in the automobile business
teachers, and one employing
emption claimed through" (giving write or stamp his or its name and well.
estimated that
four or more teachers. The school theIt isaverage
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
man is
name and address of licenHee), which address and dale on the back of said
Officially ihe appointment is pub- population of the county is 6054. Of worth $2 a day from
shall be sufficient evideuce to relieve certificates. ,
the neck down what
14.
Nos.
i3 and
the 53 teachers, 43 get $50 a month, Is he worth from the
lished in special orders
"(Signed) W. H. OSBORX,
subsequent holders or purchasers from
up?
"Commissioner of Internal Revenue. Special order No. 13 reads as follows: three get $55; four get $60, and one tifck
of also withholding the tax
That depends
Phona Black
Phone B,ack the duty
naeach get $70, $75 and $S0. Nine of the
The following appointment in the
upon training-"Approved October 25, 1913,
thereon,
If
are trained so
45
"W. G. McADOO,
tional guard of New Iexlco is an- teachers are employed
for nine thatyouyou
45
"The provisions for collection of the
plan and
to
from
two
seven
date
nounced
for
work
direct
Harry
In
months;
today;
forth
months,
you are
of
the
eight
set
"Secrettary
tax on foreign obligations
Treasury."
Her'hh
be
to
seven
for
T.
inmonths
35
and
five
for
Captain
ceptain.
Herring
of
j
the regulations
this section
ring is placed on the unassigned list. months. There Is no school less than who can woik only
cludes the interest upon all foreign URIOSTE
ARRESTED
Special order No. 14 Is given below: five months and no teachers salary unI ?rru,7iu. ml
bonds, even though the coupons may
Corrispondenca School!
The following changes and appoint- under $50.
IS REPORT T
be at the option of the holder, paygo to the man who Is
ments in the national guard of New
able in the United States as well as in
slrupglin? along un
FROM
Hinall uay and say to
CORONA
to
date
from
Mexico
are
Bank Receiver.
announced,
some foreign country.
him, ' We will train
:
auWord has reached the traveling
today (November 11th)
you for promotion
Keep Accurate Record.
riffht where you arc,
1. Captain Norman L. King, 1st in- ditor's offifflce that Judge G. A. Rich
For the third or fourth time the re- "All persons licensed shall keep
or we will Quality
to take up a
their records in such manner as to port nas reached the city that Fran fantry, N. M. N. G., is relieved from ardson, of the Fifth judicial district, you
more congenial line
show from whom every such item has Cisco Urioste has been captured
ye8j duty as acting adjutant general of the has appointed Alexander Ballantyne, of work Rt a much
state or New Mexico.
of Taiban, as receiver of the Savings hisrher salary."
been received, and such records shall captured again!
Kvcry month
2.
This time the report is credited beCaptain Harry T. Herring, un- Bank of Taiban, which was recently
be open at all times to" the inspection
hundred stucause the mounted police received assigned, is appointed adjutant gener- closed by the state bank examiner. He dents voluntarily
of internal revenue officers.
advancement
report
word that the much wanted
as the direct result
fugitive, al of the state of New Mexico with gave bond in the sum of $25,000.
Heavy Penalties.
of I. C. S. training.
with
of
cornthe
the
rank
to
charged
murder
of
or
general.
own
his
to
license
brigadier
obtain
Failure
You need not leave
was seen in Corona,
Mandamus For Salary.
15
miles
your present work,
ply with regulations is punishable by json.
or vour own home.
- oeiow
Torrance.
was
A.
It
or
E.
Bailey,
stated that PECOS
County Superintendent
imprisa fine not exceeding $5,000,
Hark this coupon at
UALLEY.
of Eddy county, has filed a mandamus once and mail it.
onment not exceeding one year, or jE"est Digneo, of Santa Fe. recog-both-,
Urioste
on
INTERESTED
of
suit
commissioners
the
the
streets
against
and at
IS
in the discretion of the court. ;llIzed
laltFMtloBal cerrespoMcice schools
Eddy county, to make them pay him
Such licenses shall continue in force ionce Phoned the mounted police. Ac-CASE
RATE
(N
888, Scranton, Pa.
to
his
, Please Box without
reports received orders
cording
salary. The county commissionuntil revoked.
further obligation on my
explain,
were
ers sometime ago refused to pay Mr.
bciw
can qualify for the position, trade, or
part,
Application for such licenses should arrest. given Immediately for Urioste's
tr
'
"
Carlsbad, N. M., Nov. 11. The in- Bailey his salary on the ground that
Following these orders Urioste
be made to the collectors of internal
Electrical W (reman
is said to have been Jodged in Jail.
Running
terstate commerce commission of the ?ie was not maintaining an office at l Automobile
Electrical Engineer
revenue for the district in which they
ro try rarmias
Draftsman
Mechanical
hearSheriff
Bookkeeper
Closson received word that United States will hold a special
county seat.
Mechanical Engineer
are engaged in business, and may be
Stenographer
Urioste had at last been "caught" ing at Roswell ou November 17 and 18
Advertising Man
Telephone Expert
as
to
such
cost
without
persons
issued
ShowCerd Writing
Stationary Engineer
and said this morning that he hopes to hear evidence of Pecos valley shipTextile Manufacturing
Window Trimming
Postmaster Acquitted.
the commissioner may approve, upon
Civil Engineer
CommercU II ustrat,
the
in
is
reduction
A.
true.
toward
a
is
lotluairittl
He
on
report
William
former
Building Contractor
his
pers
looking
Designing
Davis,
postmaster
bond
the
way
collector
their filing with the
Are you the chap who kicks away the dog that sticks a cold muzzle Into
Architectural Drtfti.
Architect
to Corona to get the
rates.
at
was
of
Construet'n
if
the
Concrete
Clovis,
the
Spanish
freight
CfaemUt
prisoner,
acquitted
charge
f French
herein provided for.
his hand? Do you like the fragrance of November woods with whiffs of
Steam Fin's
J
Plumbing,
man
Language
is
hearout
the
a
of
of
This
of
funds
really
who
Foreman
Mine
grows
fugitive
hearing
postofDce
misappropriation
pennan
escaped
Banking
"All persons in making application
distant brush fires? Does a strident "honk honk" from up In the clouds
Mine
Italian
Civil Senrlcel
Superintendent
here
some
com- by a jury in the United States district
jail
state
the
weeks
held
ago.
corporation
by
revenue
ing
to the collector of internal
snap you up tense and rigid like an electrict shock? In other words, are
mission in May, 1912, in which the court at Albuquerque. The jury had
for such licenses shall register their
If so, come down to Beach am &
you a thoroughbred sportsman?
Roswell Commercial club was com- been out of the court room less than
names and addresses and state the
and get your hunting outfit. Their guns carry merit with every
ten minutes when it returned the
plainant.
in
which
business
of
the
they
nature
are
sure
ana
their
Leader
Winchester
shells
fire evry time
discharge,
Scott Ktter appeared at that hear- verdict.
tuo
for
Such
are
application
engaged.
will
save
their advice
you needless expense and worry.
New York, Xov. 11. Conditions in ing and filed an intervening petition
license, accompanied by a proper sure"Hurry! The call of the timber and swamp Is calling."
of shippers of Carlsbad. SOLUTION SUGGESTED
apbeen
have
both
when
the
bond,
stock exchange market today fa- on behalf
ty
Headquarters for Winchester Leader Shells and Ammunition,
and Malaga, because he
FOR CHINESE DEADLOCK.
Otis,
Loving
considbe
will
collector
the
vored
a
proved by
rally. The slump of yesterPeking, Nov. 1L The disappearered a sufficient compliance with the day brought down prices to a level insisted that instead of making RosLIMBER, LATH, CEMENT,
law to enable the persons making ap- which resulted in renewed activity well a common point, a mileage basis ance of the Chinese parliament and
Texas
to
line
the
state
south
should
"central
the
substitution
a
for
of
it
Februuntil
do
business
to
by the short interests.
plication
WINDOWS, DOORS
The influence of the hurried retreat be put into effect, thus opening the administrative congress" giving the
ary 1, 1914, without incurring the penPecos
over
all
Mr.
control
at
Etter
entire
that
gateway.
government
to
law
failure
for
of
the bears was felt throughout the
alties provided by
time represented the Carlsbad com- matters of importance is predicted toAND MOULDING
list.
procure the required license.
of
The award of higher wages to con- mercial club and Pecos Water Users' day by native newspapers in touch
"If any person, for the purpose
and on last Tuesday he was appointed with the administration. The proposobtaining any allowance or reduction ductors and trainmen on eastern roads
the chamber of commerce at Ar- ed administrative congress is to conby virtue of a claim for exemption, was of little effect, as some such com- by
SAWYER
either for himself or for any other, promise had been generally expected. tesia to represent Artesia also in mat- sist of two representatives from eacha
ters pertaining to the coming hearing. province, four cabinet ministers,
knowingly makes a false statement or The upturn was helped on by the
On Monday the Pecos Water Users representative from each ministry and
false or fraudulent representation, he more cheerful advices concerning the
221 San Francisco St. Phone 206 W
led off by voting to defray
eight members from the presidential
is liable under the act to severe pen Mexican situation, the recovery
in
secretariat.
SANTA FE, N. M.
copper metal, prices abroad and the of the expenses, and Artesia on Tuesalties.
The two houses of the national as- refusal of the courts to enjoin New day joined by agreeing to pay anPartnerships.
other third. The balance is now
"Where coupons or interest orders, Haven's $67,000 bond Issue.
Concessions were made iu prices guaranteed by the Carlsbad comW. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
presented for payment, represent the
interest on bonds, or other similar in the late afternoon owing to the ex- mercial club.
If Mr. Eetter's contention is sustainobligations, 'owned by a partnership, tinction of a large part of the floatthey shall be accompanied by a certifi- ing short interest Lehigh Valley sold ed, iton will make a saving of $1.40 per
alfalfa from Carlsbad and will
cate of ownership, which shall be sign- a point below the highest and other ton
ReHack and
Lines.
result in a saving of several thousand
ed either in the firm's name by one stocks half as much.
The market closed heavv. Snecnla. dollars each year. A general reduc
member of the firm or by each individBest Rigs you can
would
ual member of the partnership, and tion became listless and little resist- tion in freight of about
SADDLE PONIES.
TWO AMD FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
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